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Abstract
S i\-x Gex/S i  system is expected to play a major role in Si-based advanced mi­
croelectronic and optoelectronic devices. Knowledge of metallizations to the SiGe 
alloy is required for device applications. In this work we have studied the feasibil­
ity and characteristics of Ir and Co silicidation processes of S i\-x Gex alloy layers 
and compared these with the correspondent silicidation process of Si. Ir and Co 
were chosen for their diversity in both device applications and properties. S i\-x Gex 
alloy layers were both uniform composition Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) grown 
and graded composition Ion Beam Synthesised (IBS). The silicidation processes used 
exploited the use of ion beams both in the synthesis of the S i\-x Gex substrates and 
buried Co silicides, as well as in the modification of Ir silicides/SiGe interfaces. The 
silicides/SiGe structures were characterized by Rutherford Backscattering-ion Chan­
neling, Cross-sectional Transmission Electron Microscopy and Four Point Probe.
Thermal reaction of Ir films with SiGe substrates has been found to follow the 
same phase growth sequence of the Ir/S i system, with diffusion controlled phases 
(1:1, 1:1.75) formed at low temperatures (f50°C - 650jC) and a nucleation controlled 
phase (1:3) formed at temperatures higher than 900° C. Remarkably, during anneal­
ing, Ir/SiGe structures preferentially react to form silicides, with Ge being piled up 
at the reacting-layer/SiGe interface. This effect has been explained by thermody­
namic considerations (Heat of Formation) and has been exploited in the fabrication 
of silicide/SiGe structures where the SiGe layers were produced by high dose Ge+ 
implantation into Si followed by Solid Phase Epitaxy (SPE). The optimum implan­
tation conditions for the fabrication of such SiGe layers have been determined by an 
extensive study on Ge+ ion beam power and dose effect on the crystalline quality of 
the SPE grown layers. The crystallographic defects produced have been classified and 
methods to reduce these to a minimum have been developed. Ion beam mixing of the 
Ir/SiGe structures has shown to produce a more uniform interface as consequence 
of the removal of Ir grain boundaries at the reacting interface. This process however 
allowed a higher degree of Ge incorporation in the reacted layer to occur.
Similarly to Ir, Co preferentially reacts with Si rather than with Ge. Heat of 
formation data confirm this experimental evidence. Ion beam synthesis o f almost 
stoichiometric buried CoSi2 in SiGe has been demonstrated despite the high Ge con­
centration (36 at.%) of the Co+ implanted MBE grown SiGe layer. Co diffusion and 
precipitation at the SiGe/Si interface was found to occur despite the use of RTA.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Silicon-based chips are part of modern life, the stunning improvements in the speed 
and versatility of silicon electronics have mostly resulted from the miniaturization 
of circuitry and device features. The size reduction process however, cannot be ex­
tended indefinitely. For this reason, alternative routes to improved performances 
both in optical and electronic device applications, in the form of new materials such 
as S i i - xGex are being extensively investigated. Indeed, high performance hetero­
junction bipolar transistors [1], [2] as well as MOSFET devices [3] and avalanche pho­
todiode detectors have already been demonstrated [4]. Recently, ultra-low contact 
resistaiice^and low-leakage W/ S i \ - xGex/Si junctions for O.lfim and below CMOS 
applications have been fabricated and characterized [5]. These results are partic­
ularly exciting because, compared with (for instance) GaAs, such S i \ - xGex based 
devices may be readily integrated into present ULSI silicon device technology.
For a full integration of S i \ - xGex in Si technology however, it is fundamental to 
understand the behaviour of S i \ - xGex during standard silicon processing. One of 
the most important processes in silicon is the formation of silicides occurring during 
the thermal reaction with metal layers. Silicides are indeed widely used in current Si 
technology as they have proved highly beneficial for example for highly conducting 
contacts in MOS devices and for Schottky contacts in Infra-Red Detectors.
Another, extremely important process in device fabrication is Ion Implantation. 
Ion Implantation is mainly used to alter the electrical properties of silicon by in­
troducing doping species at the concentration and location required. Since its first 
application in 1952 [6], remarkable progress has been made in understanding the 
particle-solid collision phenomena so that range profiles of implanted dopants can 
be calculated with considerable accuracy. Parallel to this, new applications of ion 
beams such as ion beam mixing and ion beam synthesis have been explored in order
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to modify the metallurgical properties of the target material. Ion beam mixing has 
proved to be a powerful tool for the formation of uniform silicide thin films, while 
ion beam synthesis has allowed the fabrication of good quality buried and surface 
layers of metallic and dielectric compounds (CoS^, SIMOX, etc..) [7], [8]. To boost 
the drive to the commercialization of SiGe technology, it may be useful to exploit 
the versatility of ion beam applications in the fabrication of improved structures. 
The schematic diagrams shown in Fig. 1.1 visualise the three main semiconductor 
research areas from which this project originates.
The aim of this project has been to evaluate and develop process techniques 
for the fabrication of siXioi&el S i \ - xGex structures of interest for advanced device 
applications.
Such processes involved where possible the use of ion beams, particularly in:
• the fabrication of graded composition S i \ - xGex layers,
• the mixing of metal layers deposited on S i i - xGex substrates,
• the synthesis of buried silicide layers in S i \ - xGex substrates.
This thesis focuses specifically on the characterization of iridium and cobalt 
reactions with S i \ - xGex. The choice of these two metals has been driven by a 
number of considerations, including the different types of device applications, the 
different physical characteristics of the two metals, the different routes to silicidation 
which are possible to investigate and finally by the availability of the Ir deposition 
and the Co+ implantation systems.
The layout of this thesis is as follows. Following this introductory chapter where 
the research topic, project aim and scope of the thesis are described, chapter 2 
will give an overview on the technological relevance of the m etal/ S i \ - xGex struc­
tures studied in this work. In Chapter 3 a background on the material processing 
techniques used throughout this work is provided, which will allow a more effective 
discussion of the experimental results to be carried out. In Chapter 4 a summary of 
published data on the metal-SiGe system is presented, with particular emphasis on 
Ir/SiGe and Co/SiGe for the reasons explained earlier. Chapter 5 and 6 will pro­
vide basic principles of analysis techniques used and experimental process-equipment 
details respectively. In Chapter 7 a summary of the experimental results will be pre­
sented and discussed. This Chapter is divided in seven sections, each of which relates
10
to the different experiments designed and performed during this work. The sections 
are intimately connected and their sequence follows the actual project development 
as new results always drove to the design of new experiments. In section 7.1 and
7.2 the fundamental aspects of the solid state reaction of I r /S i \ - xGex (x=0, 0.25) 
structures are studied. Silicide phase growth modes, interface morphology, element 
redistribution and contamination effects are presented and discussed. Section 7.3 is 
devoted to the development of fabrication processes of epitaxial S i \ - xGex layers by 
high dose Ge+ ion implantation into Si. Ion beam processing issues are discussed 
and optimum implantation conditions are identified. In section 7.4 the S i \ - xGex 
amorphous layers produced by ion beams are used as graded composition substrates 
for new Ir deposition and thermal reaction. The effect of ion beam mixing process 
on I r /S i i - xGex structures is investigated in section 7.5. In Section 7.6 and 7.7 the 
ion beam synthesis of buried CoS«2 layers in S i \ - xGex (x=0, 0.36) is treated. The 
layer formation during thermal annealing and element redistribution is analysed and 
precipitation issues are identified and discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Chapter 8 and a few suggestions made for future experiments. Figures are normally 
attached at the end of the relevant section or chapter.
A table summarizing all samples process conditions is attached at the back end of the thesis.
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Chapter 2 
Technological M otivations
In this chapter an overview on technological applications of metal/SiGe structures 
studied in this research project is presented. Particular attention is paid on the 
Ir/SiGe system for Far Infra-Red Schottky Barrier Detectors and the Co/SiGe sys­
tem for fast interconnects applications and Schottky Collector Heteroj unction Bipo­
lar Transistors. The key issues for the successful application of these structures are 
identified and a review of different approaches for the fabrication of these structures 
is presented.
2.1 Far Infra-Red Schottky Barrier D etectors
Over the last twenty years, a great deal of research activity has been devoted to IR 
detection. There are two main reason for this: the constantly increasing number of 
actual or potential applications [9], and the huge progress made in semiconductor 
materials and integrated circuit technology. Among the many technologies being 
developed [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], the metal silicide/Si detector technology 
is of great attraction since these devices can be fabricated using standard highly- 
developed silicon planar processing which makes it possible to produce very large 
two dimensional focal plane arrays with excellent uniformity. IR array detectors 
have several advantages over single-element devices. The large number of elements 
makes them very time efficient, and higher spatial resolution is easy to obtain. They 
also have very high sensitivity because of lower noise and can be integrated for long 
exposures. The technology of Schottky-Barrier IR Detector (SBD) has progressed 
gradually since their introduction in 1973 [16] and arrays as large as 1040x1040 
pixels have been reported recently [17]. The basic physical mechanism of a SBD 
is the internal-photoemission at the interface between a thin silicide (PtSi, PdSi or
13
IrSi) film and a (p-type) Si substrate (Fig. 2.1).
IR radiation with photon energy less than the bandgap of silicon (1.1 eV) is 
transm itted through the substrate. The absorption of the IR radiation in the silicide 
layer results in the excitation of photocurrent across the Schottky-Barrier (\J/m5) by 
internal photoemission. The ’’hot” holes (those that have sufficient energy to go 
over the Schottky-Barrier 4/ms formed between the silicide and the p-type silicon) 
are injected into the silicon substrate. Hence, a net negative charge will accumulate 
on the silicide electrode. Finally, the detection of the infrared optical signal is 
completed by transferring the negative charge from the silicide electrode into a 
CCD readout structure [18].
The main drawbacks inherent to this type of detection mechanism are the low 
internal photoemission quantum efficiency (proportional to the fraction of emitted 
holes per incident photon) across the interfacial barrier and the low spectral re­
sponse, which for PtSi/p-Si detectors is limited to 5/mi. Considerable effort is being 
made to improve these parameters.
Concerning the internal photoemission quantum efficiency, an enhancement in 
the sensitivity of SBD by approximately a factor 10 was obtained ([19], [20], [21]) 
by using ultrathin silicide films, so that photoexcited charge carriers moving away 
from the interface are reflected to the emission barrier by wall scattering. Various 
theoretical models exist ( [22], [23], [24], [25]) for the transport and the emission 
of photoexcited carriers in thin silicide films, however, the present understanding of 
the physical mechanisms involved in the emission is still limited. This is because 
material properties such as the mean free path for scattering of photoexcited carriers 
into emission, are not known for the silicides used, and also because the fabrication 
processes of such ultra thin silicide films are not well controlled.
On the other hand, since the absorption of IR radiation in the atmosphere is 
very small in the wavelength range of 8-12^m and radiation of the object at room 
temperature is predominantly around lOfim, IR image sensors for this long wave­
length band are very important. Several approaches have been taken to develop 
long wavelength SBD IR arrays with spectral response extending beyond Sfim:
• Since for IrSi a barrier height as low as 0.12 eV is reported (the lowest known 
for any metal on p-type Si), IrSi on p-type silicon could have been a candi­
date material for a Si-based infrared detector in the wavelength range of the 
atmospheric window 8-12^m. Unfortunately, iridium silicide detectors have
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shown so far poor diode characteristics and low quantum efficiencies and their 
characteristics are not reproducible. These properties are explained by the 
poor quality of the silicide-Si interface, which can be attributed largely to the 
fact that Si seems to be the dominant diffusing species in the reaction between 
Ir and Si. During this reaction, therefore, native oxide or other contaminants 
initially present on the substrate surface will remain at or near the interface 
[26]. Furthermore, iridium tends to react with oxygen to form iridium ox­
ide, which can form a diffusion barrier that impedes the formation of iridium 
silicide. In contrast, platinum seems to be the dominant diffusing species in 
the reaction between platinum and silicon, so that surface contaminants are 
incorporated in the P t silicide and the silicide-Si interface is atomically clean. 
The high quality of this interface together with its uniformity are the keys to 
the successful performance of PtSi detectors.
• Tsaur et al. [27] proposed to mix P t and Ir to form a compound silicide. 
An admixture of IrSi to PtSi in a compound silicide offers the possibility to 
slightly reduce the barrier of PtSi and thus to optmise the sensitivity range of 
the silicide Schottky barrier detector.
• Another approach is to heavily dope the semiconductor in the region near the 
interface [28] which has the effect of narrowing the potential profile to the onset 
of tunneling. No one has reported using this technique in the manufacture of 
a focal plane array, but, this approach has been used with limited success 
with PtSi on Si for elemental diodes [29] reducing the barrier height by about 
0.05 eV. However, changes in the shape of the potential barrier will affect 
the tunneling current and in turn the noise. Unlike the dark current, the 
tunneling current cannot be reduced by further cooling the device. The effect 
of the added tunneling current limits how far the barrier can be lowered using 
the doping technique.
• Hydrogen passivation of surface states at the silicide-silicon interface by H + 
ion implantation has also been performed [30]. This has lead to an increase 
of the Schottky barrier height on n-type Si of about 0.20 eV, although it is 
unclear why the Schottky barrier height had nearly reverted to that of the 
unimplanted case upon annealing.
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• Another interesting possibility, probably the most promising one, is to 
replace p-Si substrate with p-SiGe layer. In fact, if the effect of surface states 
is neglected, the barrier height 4/ms of metal/p-type semiconductor is given as 
follows:
q'&ms =  qXs +  Eg -  q $ m
where Xs and Eg are the electron affinity and energy gap of the semiconductor, 
respectively, and is the work function of the metal. Since Xs of Si might 
not be so different from that of S i \ - xGex (Si 4.01 V, Ge 4.12 V) with small 
x, and Eg of S i \ - xGex layers can reduce with x [31], smaller barrier height 
would be expected for PtSi(Ge)/p-5A_a7G?ea; Schottky contacts than for 
PtSi/p-Si structures. Barrier height measurements of PtSi(Ge) electrodes on 
strained and relaxed p -S ii-xGex layers as low as 0.13 eV have been reported 
[32] (see Fig. 2.2). Recently the spectral response of both PtSi and Pc^Si 
photodiodes by the use of S i \ - xGex on Si substrate has been extended [33].
A key factor in the design of this device has been the use of a sacrificial Si layer 
on S i \ - xGex which supplies silicon for the metal silicide formation. However, 
a very tight control of the silicon sacrificial layer thickness (of the order of 10 
nm) is required to avoid a parasitic barrier due to unconsumed silicon.
• Finally, a degenerate semiconductor (SiGe) ’’electrode” can also be used in 
place of the silicide layer in Internal Photoemissive Detectors. The highly 
doped SiGe alloy layer is analogous to metal but has 100 times fewer carri­
ers and hence a lower IR photon absorption. However, the advantage of the 
structure is that the cutoff wavelength is dependent upon the valence band 
offset, which can be varied by the Ge concentration in the alloy. In Fig. 2.3 
is schematically shown a degenerate SiGe/Si heteroj unction energy band dia­
gram. The major portion of the offset occurs in the valence band and hence 
p-Si is used for the substrate [34]. The heteroj unction valence band offset acts 
as a Schottky barrier at the S i i - xGexl§\ interface. The effective Schottky 
potential is given by:
= A Ev — E p ,
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where A Ev is the heteroj unction band offset potential and Ep is the Fermi 
energy of the degenerate SiGe electrode. By varying the S i \ - xGex alloy com­
position, x, the heteroj unction band offset potential A Ev can be tailored so 
that the spectral cutoff wavelength of this device can be varied from 3 to 30^m.
Recent advances in the Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) growth technique 
have allowed doping concentrations of 102O/cm 3 to be achieved during the 
growth of S i i - xGex layers. Particularly, in 1990 IR detection using a degener­
ately doped p+-S ii- xGex/ip-Si heteroj unction has been reported [35]. Finally, 
very recently [36], an enhanced photoresponse has been demonstrated using 
multiple SiGe/Si layers, where absorption from each layer contributes to the 
total absorption and increases the internal quantum efficiency of the device.
2.2 Schottky-Collector Heterojunction Bipolar 
Transistors
Over the last several years silicides have been increasingly used as source/drain 
and gate shunt materials in MOS devices to lower the sheet resistance of highly 
doped Si [37]. They have also been investigated for use in bipolar technologies, for 
contacting the extrinsic base and the emitter. They have been preferred over pure 
metals because of the stability of their contacts with Si and because of metal-Si 
reaction selectivity versus Si0 2  which allows the self alignment of the silicide with 
Si02 defined windows [38].
Co silicides offer several advantages over the widely accepted Ti silicides in MOS 
production processes [39], [40] and for this reason they are extensively being studied. 
To date, one of the most successful techniques in the fabrication of such silicides is 
Ion Beam Synthesis (IBS) (3.4) which also allows high-quality buried silicides to be 
achieved.
Numerous suggestions for device applications of buried epitaxial silicides have 
been made in the recent years with some of these being also experimentally demon­
strated. Among these: metal-base and permeable-base transistors, buried intercon­
nects for ultra-high speed ICs and bipolar transistors with a buried CoS«2 collector
[7]-
Similarly, an increasing number of advanced device applications is being sug­
gested and demonstrated for epitaxial SiGe layers on Si. SiGe Heteroj unction Bipo­
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lar Transistors (HBT’s) for instance present several advantages with respect to con­
ventional bipolar transistors, as discussed in detail by Kromer [41]. In particular, 
the alignment of the SiGe/Si band edges leads to a large suppression of the minority 
carrier injection from the base into the emitter. This leads to nearly unity injection 
efficiency and thus to an improvement of the current gain and a possibility of making 
high speed transistors.
Several constraints are however imposed on the design of Si/SiGe/Si HBT’s. It 
has been shown for instance ([42]) that the valence band offset at the collector- 
base junction of a Si/SiGe/Si HBT, combined with velocity saturation, degrades 
the transistor characteristics.
By replacing the base collector pn junction with a Schottky junction, this prob­
lem could be avoided and higher cut-off frequencies can be achieved [43]. This has 
been theoretically demonstrated ([44]) by modelling a structure with p-type Si as 
emitter, n-type SiGe as base, and CoS^ as collector (see Fig. 2.4). The results show 
that SCHBT’s have 20% shorter rise and fall times when compared with conventional 
HBT’s with the same parameters and profiles.
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Chapter 3 
Background on M aterial 
M odification Processes
This chapter provides a brief background on the material modification processes 
used in this study. Particularly, thermal reaction and ion beam mixing of deposited 
thin films, together with solid phase regrowth of amorphised layers and ion beam 
synthesis of buried compound layers will be described. This background chapter 
will act as support for the interpretration and discussion of the experimental results 
treated in chapter 7, where the concepts introduced here will be frequently used.
3.1 Solid state reaction
3.1.1 Thermodynamic considerations
A system consisting of a thin film of a material A on a substrate of material B is 
not generally thermodynamically stable. When kinetic constraints are removed, e.g. 
by heating the system and allowing elements to diffuse, the system will evolve in 
order to lower its free energy G by the formation of an intermetallic compound. The 
driving force for this solid state reaction (SSR) to take place is given by the change 
in the Gibbs free energy of the system which is defined by the equation Cc°il
G = H — T S
where H is the Enthalpy, T the absolute Temperature, and S the Entropy of the 
system. Enthalpy is a measure of the heat content of the system and is given by
H = E  + P V
where E  is the internal energy of the system, P  the pressure, and V  the volume. 
The internal energy arises from the total kinetic and potential energies of the atoms
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within the system. Kinetic energy arises from atomic vibration in the solid; whereas 
potential energy arises from the interactions between the atoms within the system. 
When dealing with solids the P V  term is usually very small in comparison to E  , 
that is H ~  E  . For solid state reaction the change in Entropy A S  is usually only of 
the order of 0.001 k j deg-1 mo/-1 of atoms, so that A H  is a good measure of the 
change in Gibbs free energy A G  . This approximation will be made frequently in 
the rest of this work. If a reaction occurs heat is absorbed or evolved depending on 
changes in the internal energy of the system, for this reason A H  is often described 
as the heat of reaction or heat of formation when a particular compound is formed; 
the higher the (negative) value of the H ea t of fo rm atio n  A H j  of the particular 
phase, the more readily the phase will be formed.
The evolution to a more stable phase will depend on the A/B equilibrium phase 
diagram. For totally miscible elements (e.g. Si/Ge) one will observe between A and 
B a solid solution of concentration ranging from pure A to pure B (the A/B interface 
will be spread). For systems with a tendency to demix (e.g. Ag/Ni, Au/Si) two 
solid solutions (A rich and B rich, respectively) will form and the A/B interface will 
only change to an A(B)/B(A) interface. In most cases, intermediate phases exist 
between A and B and one should observe all the intermediate phases that are stable 
at the temperature of the experiment. The A/B interface will disappear and will 
be replaced by N + l interfaces (where N is the number of stable phases in the A/B 
phase diagram) [45].
3.1.2 Growth kinetics
Let us consider the case of only one stable intermediate phase at the temperature 
T. The growth of this phase (ApB q) by reaction between A and B needs three stages 
(Fig. 3.1):
• creation of an additional interface,
• diffusion of A (and/or B) through ApB q,
• chemical reaction between A and B at the interfaces (A/A pB q and/or A pBq/ B)
which leads to the formation of the intermediate compound: pA+qB— ApB q.
At the beginning of the reaction, the thickness of ApB q is small and A (or B) is 
always available at both interfaces. The growth of A pB q is thus only limited by the
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capacity of the interfaces to form the new compound (in terface lim ited  process). 
The thickness (L) of ApB q will increase linearly with time
L(t)= K rt
where K r (cm/s) is a constant characteristic of interfacial reactions.
As this thickness increases, the path that A or B atoms have to cross before 
reaching the reacting interface becomes less and less negligible. The growth of ApB q 
is not any more limited by the interfacial reactivity but by the number (flux) of 
atoms that reach this interface. The thickness of ApB q follows then a y/i dependence 
characteristic of diffusion lim ited  process.
L2(t) = K dt
with K d {cm21s) a constant characteristic of diffusion reactions. This is the well 
known ” linear-parabolic growth” and it is the most common metal/silicon reaction.
Finally, some silicides (e.g. NiS^) form only at a relatively high temperature in a 
brutal manner. In fact, for these silicides, the limiting step is nucleation (nucleation  
lim ited  process). As indicated above, the formation of a new phase implies the 
creation of an additional interface. In general, the increase in free energy associated 
with this process is compensated by an equivalent (or greater) decrease due to the 
formation of the new phase. However, when the gain in free energy produced by the 
formation of the new phase is small, the creation of the additional interface becomes 
a problem. High temperatures are thus necessary to nucleate the new phase and 
since diffusion is rapid the formation proceeds almost instantaneously through the 
whole silicide layer. This nucleation process has been studied in detail by d’Heurle
[46].
It should be mentioned that the gap between diffusion controlled and nucle­
ation controlled kinetics may be very small and influenced by small changes in the 
formation process. For example, the change from crystalline to amorphous silicon 
substrate (and associated increase in the free energy of reaction) may be sufficient 
to change a nucleation controlled reaction to a diffusion controlled one (e.g. NiSi2 , 
CoS«2) [47].
3.1.3 M icroscopic growth mechanisms
Silicide growth by solid state reaction is unique in that it occurs between two different 
kinds of solids: the substrate is a covalently bonded single crystal and the thin film
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is metallic and fine-grained. The crucial step in the kinetics of silicide formation 
is how to maintain the supply of Si by breaking the bonds in the substrate. At 
temperatures higher than 600° C, the phonon energies in the silicon crystal are 
probably high enough to enable Si atoms to break away from Si surfaces (especially 
in weak spots such as kinks and ledges). But, silicide formation has been observed in 
certain cases even at temperatures as low as 200° C where the phonon energies are 
not sufficient to dissociate the covalent bonds (~  2 eV/bond) so other mechanisms 
to free a Si atom from its lattice must be invoked [38].
An ”in te rs tit ia l  m o d el” has been proposed ([48]) in which the low-energy pro­
cess results from a mixing of Si and near-noble metal atoms at the interface, the 
mixed interface being limited to a thickness of a few atomic layers. The mixing 
obviously requires the jumping of Si atoms away from the Si lattice or the jumping 
of metal atoms into the Si or both. Since the Si jump is energetically unfavorable 
at the temperature of concern, it was assumed that the jumping of metal atoms 
into Si occurs first. This jumping can occur via interstitial defects. An interstitial 
defect has the unique feature that it increases the number of nearest neighbours of 
its surrounding host atoms (Fig. 3.2).
At the interface, those Si atoms with near-noble metal interstitials will have more 
than four nearest neighbours. An increase of the number of nearest neighbours of 
a Si atom changes considerably the nature of its chemical bonding. Because of the 
existence of the interstitial, electrons in the neighboring Si-Si covalent bonds will 
no longer be able to remain in their localized states and will be shared between the 
interstitial and Si atoms. This implies that each of the bonds will have less than 
two electrons, so they become unsaturated covalent bonds that behave like metallic 
bonds [49].
On the other hand, at the interface, the concentration of interstitials can be much 
higher than that in the lattice since the interface is a high-energy region with a high 
density of defects, so a Si atom at the interface can have more than one neighboring 
interstitial. The result of changing the Si bonding state is that not only its electron 
mobility but also its atomic mobility becomes higher since an unsaturated covalent 
bond is weaker than a saturated covalent bond.
Thus, an interface possessing a high concentration of interstitials is significant in 
two aspects. It transforms Si atoms to a state where they can dissociate themselves 
from their lattice sites with a low energy and it can lead the silicide growth front to
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migrate with a high interface mobility. Another factor that enhances the interface 
mobility is that the jumping of a metal atom into Si to form an interstitial will leave 
behind a vacancy at the interface. The vacancy will enhance atomic rearrangement 
at the interface by exchanging positions with a neighboring atom.
3.2 Ion beam mixing
, 3.2.1 Ion mixing effect
Materials under ion irradiation undergo significant atomic rearrangement. An ex­
ample of this phenomenon is the atomic intermixing and alloying that can occur at 
the interface separating two different materials during ion irradiation [50], [51], [52].
As an ion penetrates a solid, it slows down by depositing energy both to the atoms 
and the electrons of the solid. During the nuclear collision part of this process, target 
atoms can be permanently displaced from their lattice sites and relocated several 
lattice sites away. When this process takes place at the boundary separating two 
different materials, interface mixing results. This process is known as ion beam 
mixing (IBM) and is schematically shown in Fig. 3.3 for a layer M on a substrate S 
for successively higher irradiation doses£5i3 .
Early in the irradiation, when ion tracks are well ’’isolated”, each incident ion 
initiates a collision cascade surrounding the ion track. Atoms within the cascade 
volume will be mobile and undergo rearrangement for a short period of time, re­
sulting in a intermixed region near the interface (Fig. 3.3 (a)). As the irradiation 
dose is increased, overlap of localized mixed regions occurs (Fig. 3.3 (b)), and for 
higher doses a continuous reacted layer is formed at the interface (Fig. 3.3 (c)). 
The rapid dissipation of energy ’’quenches” the region into a non-equilibrium state 
unless there is sufficient atomic mobility for the system to relax into a less energetic 
state or stable phase.
Several processes are responsible for the ion mixing effect, all of which are ini­
tiated by the interaction of an energetic ion with the solid. The kinematics of the 
ion-target interaction plays a role, as does the formation of collision cascades and 
the total number of ions that have passed through the interface, i.e. the ion dose <j>. 
Both kinematics and cascade effects can be altered by changing the mass of the irra­
diating ion; increasing the mass of the ion increases the amount of energy deposited 
in nuclear collisions per unit length travelled by the ion. An example of mass and
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dose effects in ion mixing is clearly evident in the data presented in Fig. 3.4. These 
data show that the average thickness of reaction at the Pt-Si interface, in units of Si 
atoms cm-2, increases with both increasing mass of the incident ion and increasing 
dose <j>, and that the mixing rate for all irradiating ions is proportional to qb1!2. For 
a given dose, the ratio of the number of atoms reacted is (2.8:2.2:1.0) for Xe, Kr and 
Ar ions respectively. This ratio scales with the mass ratios of Xe, Kr and Ar ions 
(3.3:2.1:1.0) and with the ratio of energy loss (dE/dx) in the P t layer. These trends 
lead to a general expression for the amount of mixing, Q, at the interface between 
two different materials, which can be expressed as
n  A,dE  Q oc (p—
ax
Since the dose rate, ions cm-2 s -1, is nominally held constant during each ion mixing 
experiment and, hence, ion dose is proportional to time, the observation that mixing 
is proportional to cf)1/2 implies that ion mixing is also proportional to (ion mixing 
tim e)1/2. This latter proportionality is very similar to that observed for a reaction 
layer formed between two materials by thermally activated interatomic diffusion 
(diffusion limited process in section 3.1).
3.2.2 Ballistic mechanism
Composition profiles reveal that following ion beam mixing, atoms from the surface 
layer have moved into the substrate (”recoil mixing”) and that atoms from the 
substrate have moved into the surface layer (’’cascade mixing”). Moreover, marker 
experiments using a Ge marker layer in amorphous Si show an isotropic displacement 
process, much like a random diffusion process, during ion mixing. This is directly 
related to scattering laws governed by interaction potentials and the kinematics of 
the collision!^/}.
The scattering geometry of a classic two-body collision is presented in Fig. 3.5. 
In this schematic, an ion (mass=Mi) of incident energy E0 penetrates the metal film 
and collides with a metal atom (mass=M2) located at the m etal/substrate interface. 
In penetrating the film and reaching the interface, the ion loses energy, AE=Ao - 
E. During the collision, the ion with energy E transfers an amount of energy T to 
the metal target atom, which is initially at rest. The target atom recoils at the 
laboratory angle 9. The transferred energy is given by:
(4Mi M2) ' 2/i '1 =  7 7 7 --------— — A  COS 0(Mi + M2)2 
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As can be seen from the above equation, the energy of the recoiling target atom 
is dependent on its mass, the mass and the energy of the ion, and the direction of 
displacement. The above equation expresses also the recoil direction in which an 
atom will go given an energy transfer T. The maximum energy transfer will occur in 
an head-on collision (0 = 0 ); in such a situation referred as recoil mixing, the amount 
of energy transferred can be substantial. For example, consider a bilayer sample 
composed of an Ir layer on a Si substrate and let us assume that a Ge+ ion (M i=74 
a.m.u.) with E=100 keV collides with an Ir atom (M2=195 a.m.u.) at the Ir/Si 
interface. The maximum energy transferred, Tmax will be
_  (4 * 74*195)
max ~  (Mj +  M2)2 (74 +  195)2 "  ™'7keV
According to range theory [53], the range of 80 keV Ir recoil in a Si substrate 
will be about 40 nm. However, the collision and recoil process is a statistical one 
and it can be demonstrated that a head-on collision event is very rare (scattering 
cross section da oc T’""3/2), and by far the greatest number of collisions are glancing 
angle with the amount of energy transferred small and the recoil angle appreciable. 
Initially displaced target atoms (primary recoil) continue the knock-on-atom process, 
producing secondary recoil atom displacements which in turn displace additional 
atoms. If the kinetic energy of the displaced atoms is low, the probability of the 
displacement atoms undergoing additional low-energy scattering events will be high 
(scattering cross section da oc T -3//2). Such events will result in many collision 
and displacement events occurring in near proximity to each other. The multiple 
displacement sequence of collision events is commonly referred to as a collision 
cascade, and atomic mixing resulting from a series of uncorrelated low-energy atomic 
displacements is referred to as cascade mixing. Due to the low-energy stochastic 
nature of these displacement events, the initial momentum of the incident particle 
is soon lost, and the overall movement of the atoms in a collision cascade becomes 
isotropic. The cascade mixing is dominant whenever the incident ion cross section 
is large and many low-energy primary recoils are initiated nearly simultaneously.
3.2.3 External and internal variables
In addition to the primary effects of ion-target atom collisions, external variables, 
such as the sample temperature during irradiation, can also influence mixing be­
haviour. At low temperatures, the amount of mixing observed for a given ion dose
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is typically found to be insensitive to temperature variations, the mixing is domi­
nated by the dynamic collision process described earlier. Non uniform (often amor­
phous) mixed layers are usually observed in this temperature regime because phase 
formation is unlikely due to the lack of atomic mobility.
Above a critical temperature, which varies from system to system, mixing is very 
temperature-dependent. In this latter regime considerable diffusion may take place 
due to generated defects which provide subsequent atomic sites for diffusion, this 
behaviour is referred to as radiation enhanced diffusion (RED). In the high temper­
ature regime chemical driving forces besides enhanced diffusion become dominant.
Uniform mixed layers possibly with well-defined phase structure may be obtained.
Chemical driving forces, not considered in the ballistic description, also play an 
important role in ion mixing when concentrated alloys are formed. Different ion 
mixing responses from systems of nearly identical ballistic parameters (Hf-Ni vs.
Hf-Ti) are explained if differences in heats of mixing are taken into account. The 
Heat of mixing, similar to the heat of formation, gives a measure of how attractive 
different elements are to each other relative to their attractiveness to themselves. In 
bilayer systems with negative heat of mixing, there is a driving force to form interface 
alloys during ion irradiation. If heats of mixing are positive, ion irradiation can cause 
intermixing if the sample temperature is sufficiently low. However, when the sample 
temperature is increased, the mixed layer back-segregates into its components. The 
back-segregation process is referred to as de-mixingc5Q.
3.3 Solid phase epitaxy
3.3.1 A tom istic models
Annealing of an amorphous Si (a-Si) layer on a crystalline Si (c-Si) substrate results (forT^feooC) 
in the crystallization of the amorphous phase. Since the recrystallization occurs 
in the solid phase, the process is called solid phase epitaxial growth (SPEG). The 
growth occurs by the motion of a sharp crystal/amorphous (a/c) interface towards 
the free surface as schematically shown in Fig. 3.6.
SPE can be induced not only by furnace treatment [54] but also by electron 
beam [55], laser beam [56], or ion beam irradiation [57]. Despite the large number 
of experiments, no agreement yet exists on the atomistic mechanism of the process 
[58]. Particularly, models conflict on whether the process is controlled by bulk dif-
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fusion of defects to the a/c  interface or by interface reaction kinetics. The second 
scenario seems however the most plausible as confirmed by pressure experiments 
[58], in which the SPEG rate was measured under pressure conditions which would 
enhance or reduce the mobility (and in turn the SPEG rate) of bulk defects towards 
the interface. Particularly, the Spaepen-Turnbull mechanism [59] in which dangling 
bonds are thermally generated at the interface and migrate along the interface re­
constructing the random network into the crystalline network is consistent with the 
observed negative activation volume: the mobility of dangling bonds is enhanced by 
hydrostatic pressure (so is the SPEG rate). The Williams-Elliman kink model [60], 
can be considered as a special case of the dangling bond model, where the dangling 
bonds reside at kink sites on ledges separating {1 1 1 } terraces and the number of 
jumps of a dangling bond before annihilation takes its minimum possible value.
3.3.2 Kinetic process
The kinetic process of thermal SPEG has been extensively studied. SPEG rates were 
obtained using RBS-C or time-resolved reflectivity [61]. The measured tem perature 
dependence of the SPEG rate v  is Arrhenian over a large temperature range. The 
kinetic analysis of this type of growth process is illustrated schematically in Fig. 
3.7. The velocity of the interface can be written as:
v  =  fc,A[l -  e z p ( - ^ ) ] ,
where k{ is the effective jump frequency across the interface, A the crystal plane 
spacing, and A jj, the free energy difference between the crystalline and amorphous 
phase (absolute value). The factor in front of the brackets is the maximum velocity 
of the process
v° =  hX.
The factor in square brackets represents the driving force for the process, with the 
first term  corresponding to the forward flux and the second term to the backward flux 
across the interface. Since in SPEG the free energy difference between the phases, 
An, is always greater than RT, the backward flux is negligible and the velocity of 
the interface becomes simply
v = v°i
which can also be expressed by
z/ =  v0exp[— ],
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where v0 is a constant, Ea is the activation energy, K the Boltzman constant, and T is 
the annealing temperature (in Kelvin). For a wide range of annealing temperatures 
(between ~  450 and 900° C), the kinetics of the SPEG of amorphous silicon on Si(1 0 0 ) 
is governed by a single activation energy Ea of about 2.7 eV, and a constant i/0~  
3 x 1016 Angstrom/s. Altering the crystal substrate orientation alters the velocity 
prefactor but does not change the activation energy. The variation in SPEG rate 
with substrate orientation (about 4, respectively 25 times slower for Si(110) and 
S i( lll)  substrates than that of a Si(1 0 0 ) substrate), is explained by a combination 
of the ledge density and the number of crystal dangling bonds available [62].
Impurities in the silicon crystal may also influence the kinetics of SPEG process
[63]. This effect has been tentatively suggested to be due to the interaction of 
dangling bonds at the a/c interface with free electrons introduced by the impurities
[64]. For temperatures higher than 900° C a nucleation and growth process takes 
place [61] which results in the formation of a polycrystalline layer.
3.4 Ion beam synthesis
3.4.1 Process requirements
Ion beam synthesis (IBS), has been proven over the
recent years to be a very successful technique for the fabrication of continuous buried 
or surface layers of both dielectric and metallic compounds in Si [8 ], [65], [7]. The 
fabrication of these layers requires high dose ion implantation into a heated Si sub­
strate. Implantations are carried out at elevated temperatures (300-500° C) in order 
to avoid amorphization and to allow the formation of precipitates of the desired 
phase (Fig. 3.8). The optimum substrate temperature depends on the beam cur­
rent density and the type of compound to be formed [6 6 ]. The beam current density 
affects the nucleation rate of the precipitates. The higher the ion beam current 
density, the higher the nucleation rate.
The second processing step is a high temperature treatment. A m ultitude of 
annealing treatments has been investigated in order to obtain the best layer quality, 
among these the use of RTA and or double step annealing processes are the more 
successful [67]. Characteristic differences have been observed between (111) and 
(1 0 0 ) oriented samples [6 8 ].
In order to achieve a continuous compound film besides using an adequate im­
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plant temperature and beam current, a threshold value (usually about half of the 
value of the chemical composition of the stoichiometric compound) must be exceeded 
by the peak concentration of the implanted profile. For the synthesis of buried CoS«2 
a peak concentration of at least 18 % Co is required, therefore at an energy of 200 
keV ion doses exceeding 1 0 17 ions cm - 2  are necessary.
3.4.2 Precipitate formation
The formation of precipitates induces elastic strain in the matrix. X-Ray Diffraction 
measurements show that the lattice constant of the CoSi2 precipitates decreases with 
increasing dose independent of the matrix orientation until it increases again to a 
stable value close to the one of unimplanted Si. This is attributed to strain relaxation 
due to the layer formation. The final lattice mismatch for CoS^ relative to Si being 
of only -0.4 %. The free energy change associated with the nucleation process has 
the following three contributionsC?U:
1. The creation of a volume V of the new phase /? will cause a volume free energy 
reduction of V A Gv.
2. Assuming that the a /p  interfacial energy is isotropic, the creation of an area 
A of interface will give a free energy increase of Aq. In solids 7  can vary 
widely from very low values for coherent interfaces to high values for incoherent 
interfaces, therefore the term A7  should really be replaced by a summation 
over all n surfaces of the nucleus J27=i 7 * A'-
3. The transformed volume will not in general fit perfectly into the space origi­
nally occupied by the matrix and this gives rise to a misfit strain energy A Gs 
per unit volume of /?. This term in general depends also on the shape of the 
nucleus.
The total free energy change will then be:
AG =  - V A G v +  A7  +  V  A G S
For spherical nucleus the above function is shown in Fig. 3.9, where the critical 
radius r *:
* _  2 7
r “  (AGv -  A G S)
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represents the minimum radius the nucleus has to reach by fluctuational processes 
not to became unstable and dissolve in the matrix.
The shape the precipitates assume will be ruled out by the minimization of 
Y%= 1 7iAi. Generally matrix planes which allow a good fit between the two crystal 
became habit planes of the precipitates.
3.4.3 Precipitate coarsening and coalescence
The formation of a continuous layer during high temperature annealing is based on 
precipitate coarsening and precipitate coalescence. The difference in the chemical 
potential between precipitates of different sizes is reflected by a dependence of the 
solute equilibrium concentration around the precipitates on their sizes.
This concentration Cs(r) at the surface of the precipitate of radius r is given by 
the Gibbs-Thomson equation [7]:
Cs(r) = C<^exP ^ ^ ) ^
where Coo denotes the solute concentration at a planar interface (r=oo), 7  the 
specific interfacial energy, Va the atomic volume and ks  the Boltzmann constant.
A concentration gradient of the solute from the small to the large precipitate 
drives solute diffusion and thus dissolution of the small and growth of the large 
precipitate [69]. This competitive growing of larger precipitates at the expense of 
the smaller ones is known as Ostwald ripening or coarsening (Fig. 3.10) [70].
Precipitates grow slowly on their coherent or semicoherent facets because these 
interfaces can migrate only by a ledge mechanism. On the other hand, incoherent 
interfaces at the rim of a plate, which are usually smoothly curved, are highly mobile 
(Fig. 3.11). This is the origin of the appearance of plates with large aspect ratios.
As precipitates grow, they may approach and touch each other. The coalescence 
as the coarsening is also controlled by solute diffusion in the matrix. Brown calcu­
lated the solute concentration at the neck Cs(p) (see Fig. 3.12) to be smaller than 
the equilibrium concentration in the matrix. This implies a solute flux towards the 
neck with a resulting planarizing effect.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the growth of a phase ApB q by solid state 
reaction between A and B. Ja (respectively Jb ) is the flux of atoms A (respectively 
B) reaching the interface ApB q/ B  (respectively A /A pB q)zh^2^
Figure 3.2: Schematic top view: interstitial atom in silicon (100) crystal tU il
Inc ident Ion
'f/jM /M M .
Figure 3.3: Schematic of the ion mixing process evolution for a layer M  on a substrate 
S for successively higher irradiation dosesZSQ •
4 5  n m  Pt/Si
3 0 0  keV,  Xe+.Kr4 or  Ar4 
LN2 t e mp e r a t u r e -
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Figure 3.4: Example of mass and dose effects in the ion mixing of Pt-Si. Mixing 
increases with both increasing mass of the incident ion and increasing dose (f>; the 
mixing rate for all irradiating ions is proportional to <j>ll2&0.
E-T
Figure 3.5: Scattering geometry of a classical two-body collision for the ion mixing 
case of a metal layer M  on a substrate S.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of solid phase epitaxy process in a-SiC&O.
amorphous Si
Si crystal
Figure 3.7: Kinetic process in SPE growth£S$l[.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the ion beam synthesis processes.
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Figure 3.9: Variation of A G with r for a spherical nucleus. A G* is the activation 
energy barrier £ 6 ^}.
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Figure 3.10: Solute concentration profiles around a growing and a dissolving precip- 
itateZll,
Slow
Figure 3.11: The effect of interface type on the morphology of the growing precipitate.
(A) Low-mobiliiy semicoherent interfaces. (B) High-mobility incoherent interfaces C693.
1
Figure 3.12: Coalescence of two precipitates with neck radius p. The neck is filled 
up by the indicated solute fluxes (dashed arrows)C^"l.
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Chapter 4 
Literature Review on M eta l/S iG e  
R eactions
Much work carried out on the stability and properties of metal silicides for the use 
as contacts and interconnects in ULSI technology, but very few studies have been 
devoted to the analysis of the interaction of metal with SiGe layers. The situation 
is gradually changing since SiGe thin films are currently incorporated into standard 
silicon IC technology in various ways in order to exploit the advantages of band gap 
engineering. This chapter will briefly summarise some very recent studies on metal- 
SiGe reactions with particular attention to Ir-SiGe and Co-SiGe for the reasons 
explained in chapter 2 .
4.1 Ir/SiG e
Recently the use of an intermediate sacrificial Si layer between the S i \ - xGex and the 
Ir layers has been investigated [33]. The Si interlayer supplies silicon for the metal 
silicide formation so that an ideal pure (with no Ge) Ir-silicide should be obtained.
In forming silicide/SiGe diodes without metal-SiGe reactions, a drawback is the 
unconsumed Si that inevitably remains if the metal-SiGe reactions are to be avoided. 
This remaining Si layer at the silicide-SiGe interface would form a thin barrier that 
carriers would have to tunnel through, reducing the quantum efficiency of the device. 
It could also introduce spatial disuniformities in the responsivity because of thickness 
variations in the unconsumed Si barrier after silicide formation.
For this approach to be successful, a very tight control of the silicon sacrificial 
layer thickness (of the order of 1 nm) is then required to avoid a parasitic barrier 
due to unconsumed silicon. Xiao et al. [33] suggested optimization of the process
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by forming intimate silicide/SiGe diodes with simultaneous deposition of metal and 
Si.
Heteroepitaxial Ir-silicide/SiGe layers have been indeed then realized by sequen­
tial codeposition on a p-Si(lOO) substrate at high temperatures in ultra high vacuum 
[71]. The layers were co-deposited at three different temperatures of 450, 525 and 
550°C in a dual electron gun deposition chamber at a pressure of 10- 8  Torr. The 
co-depositions of Ir and Si were performed at rates of 5.3 and 7.5 Angstrom/min 
for a total thickness of 200 Angstrom. It was found that the phase formation of Ir- 
silicide is quite sensitive to the substrate temperature at a constant deposition rate: 
while two-dimensional I^Sz^ with four types of epitaxial modes can be achieved at 
450°C, three-dimensional island growth of the Ir-silicide and SiGe occurs at both 
525 and 550°C.
Thermal stability of Ir-silicide/p-SiGe layers has been studied for such structures 
showing that they are stable below 750°C [72]. The instability was related to the 
phase transformation rather than interdiffusion only, between Ir3 Sz4  and SiGe layers. 
X-ray diffraction spectra and SEM images support the suggestion that a mixture of 
Ir3 Sz5 and IrSi3 phases containing Ge atoms form when the temperature is higher 
than a critical transition temperature between 550°C and 750°C.
However, the interdiffusion mechanism between Ir and SiGe is not well under­
stood despite it is an important issue since such a structure is required to be annealed 
at 800°-900°C for the guard ring formation after implantation [73]. Surprisingly, no 
studies have been reported so far on the thermal reaction of thin Ir films on SiGe 
substrates. This situation calls for better reporting of differing procedures and sup­
plemental information on metal-SiGe reaction products.
4.2 C o/SiG e
Co reaction with SiGe has been both by SSR and IBS processes. In a
work by Qi et al. [74], solid state reaction of Co (and Ti) with an epitaxially grown 
Sfo.sGeo.2 strained layer was investigated. The metal/SiGe interaction was induced 
by RTA in nitrogen ambient. At low temperatures up to 650°C a Co(Sz’o.9 Geo.i) film 
with a cubic structure is formed. At higher temperatures, a CoS«2 film is formed 
with Ge segregation towards the surface region. This was explained by the same 
CoSi and CoGe structure and similar lattice constant. In contrast CoSi2 and CoGe2
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have different crystalline structures and this makes the formation of a ternary phase 
of Co(Sii_yGe2/) 2  unlikely. Moreover, since the heat of formation of the equiatomic 
compound of CoSi (-7kcal/g atom) is much higher than that of CoGe (-4 kcal/g 
atom), Ge may be rejected in favour of CoS«2 formation during Co/SiGe reaction 
at high temperatures. Similar results were found in another work by Lin et al. [35].
It was also found that the details of the annealing procedure greatly affect the 
Co/SiGe reaction. By applying low temperature annealing together with a multi- 
step RTA process at gradually increased temperatures, the uniformity of the reaction 
can be improved [74].
Ion beam synthesis of Co silicides in SiGe has been reported by Lauwers et al. 
[75]. In this initial study Sii-^Ge^ layers (x =  0.21) were implanted with 200 keV 
Co+ at a dose of 2x1017 cm-2. Temperature of the wafer during the implant was 
340° C. Annealing of the implanted layers was carried out in nitrogen ambient by 
RTA. Results indicated the formation of an homogeneous CoSz2 layer embedded 
in the alloy .and accompanied by an outdiffusion of Ge out of the silicide region. 
In addition, diffusion of Co towards the Sii-^Ge^/Si interface with formation of 
precipitates was observed. Similar results were obtained by Jebasinski at al. [76], 
who also found that implantation temperature is an important parameter in order 
to improve the crystalline quality of the synthesised layer. The effect of increasing 
the substrate lattice parameter on the growth and strain of CoSz’2 precipitates and 
layers has been investigated by implanting Co+ doses from 0 . 6  x 1 0 17 to 2 x l 0 1 7  cm 2 
into Sz’i-^Ge^/Si substrates with x values ranging from 0 to 0.21. It was found that 
the increase in the lattice parameter of the host lattice hinders the process that 
leads to the formation of a continuous buried CoS^ layerGtfA possible reason is 
the expulsion of Ge from the growing CoS?2 layer which makes the surroundings of 
the CoS«2 precipitates even richer in Ge, increasing dramatically the local lattice 
mismatch. On the other hand, the range and the straggling for Co+ implantation 
into Szi-^Gea; decreases with increasing Ge concentration. This implies that the peak 
concentration of the Co distribution increases with Ge concentration and hence more 
Co would be available for CoS«2 formation. Further studies of the dynamics of the 
Ge expulsion and simultaneous CoS^ layer formation seems necessary in order to 
optimize the processing parameters and reduce the diffusion of Co into the substrate.
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4.3 Others M etals/SiG e
Thompson et al. investigated interfacial reaction between Ni and MBE-grown SiGe 
[77]. Ni and Sz‘o.5 Ge0 .5 were entirely consumed in the formation of N^Sio.sGeo.s) 
at 300°C. Anneals at 400°C led to a two-layer structure with Ni(S«o.5 Geo.5 ) at the 
surface and NiSi next to Si. It was not possible to determine whether a ternary 
solution or a mixture of germanide and silicide was formed.
Detailed investigations on phase formation and reaction kinetics in the P t and 
SA-xGe^ system have been reported by Hong and Mayer [78], [79]. The reaction of 
P t on amorphous Sio.sGeo.s is initiated by P t diffusion into the alloy matrix to form 
a uniform layer of P ^ S z’o.sGeo.s). TEM results reveal the existence of P ^S i and 
P t 2Ge with no signs of ternary solid solutions. Above 450°C a two-layer structure 
is formed with a PtSi-rich layer at the surface and a PtG e2-rich layer next to the 
substrate. The unreacted SA-aGe^ becomes Ge-rich due to preferential reactions of 
P^Sio.sGeo.s) with Si. These results were confirmed by another work by Zhong et 
al. [80]. The segregation of Ge was supported by thermodynamic considerations as 
for PtSi A H f=  -56 kcal/gram atom, while for PtG e2 A H f = -30 kcal/gram atom, 
which makes the silicide more stable than the germanide [81]. Moreover, it was 
suggested by Zhong et al. that when interfacial reaction takes place, point defects 
are injected into the semiconductor layer and Ge segregation is further enhanced 
[80]. This phenomenon could be exploited to build a Ge-rich SiGe layer under the 
PtSi compound.
Similar behaviour was observed by Kanaya et al. in the reaction of P t with 
S«o.8 Geo.2 ) [82]. Thermal stability of codeposited PtSi contacts to Sio.sGeo.5 has also 
been investigated by Hong et al. [79]. The PtSi compound was shown to be stable 
up to 650° C. Above this temperature, the silicide penetrates locally into the alloy 
layer and the interface becomes increasingly rough.
Interaction of electron beam deposited Pd films with MBE grown strained epi­
taxial layers has been described in works of Buxman et al. [83], [84] and Liou et al. 
[85]. The low temperature interaction was characterized by uniform incorporation 
of Si and Ge in the Po?2 (SA-a;Gea;) compound, while at higher temperatures (550°C) 
a Ge rich double layer structure formed, accompanied by strain relaxation of the 
Szi-^Ge^ layer.
Finally, solid state reaction of Ti with Sii-^Ge^ alloy layers has been studied by
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Thomas et al. [8 6 ], [87], Ashburn et al. [8 8 ] and Aldrich et al. [89], [90]. It was 
determined that the reaction follows a ”Ti-Si-like” path for Si-rich Szi-^Ge^ alloys 
and a follows a ”Ti-Ge-like” path for Ge-rich Szi-^Ge^ alloys. The first phase to 
form (C49 Ti(SH-xGea, ) 2 for x < 37 and T ^S ^ i-a^G e^  for x > 37), nucleated at 
the Ti/Sii-zGe-c interface and grew by a diffusion-controlled mechanism (section 
3.1).
Both phases were found to result eventually in a C54 Ti(S?i_yGey ) 2  phase with 
Ge concentration y approximately the same as that of the Szh-^Gea, substrate (y ~  
x). Subsequently, Si and Ge from the substrate continued to diffuse into the C54 
layer, where some of the Si replaced Ge on the C54 lattice and as a consequence, 
the Ge index of the Ti(Szi_yGey ) 2  decreased (i.e. y < x). The excess Ge diffused 
to the C54 grain boundaries where it combined with Szi-^Ge^ from the substrate 
and precipitated as Sz’i-^Ge^ which was Ge-rich relative to the substrate (z > x). 
This precipitation and segregation was found to enhance the agglomeration of the 
C54 titanium  germanosilicide film. The nucleation temperature for the C54 phase 
as well as the agglomeration temperature, was found to decrease with increasing Ge 
content. As a consequence, the use of RTA was suggested to reduce Ge segregation 
effects.
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Chapter 5 
Analysis Techniques
In this chapter we will briefly discuss the analytical techniques which were used 
by the author throughout this work. We will restrict to the essential since these 
research techniques are well established and understood.
5.1 Cross-sectional Transmission Electron M i­
croscopy
Electron microscopy is one of the most powerful techniques for materials science. It 
gives often unique information about the morphology and the atomic structure of a 
wide range of materials. Electron microscopy has been treated in detail in numerous 
reviews and books [91], [92], [93], and the following is just a brief summary of the 
basic concepts and of the applications exploited in this work.
5.1.1 Electron beam advantages
The use of electrons for microscopy brings a number of advantages, among which 
are an improvement in both resolution and depth of field. To understand the dif­
ferences from a light microscope we need to consider what factors control both the 
” resolution" and the ” depth of field”.
Wherever light passes through an aperture, diffraction occurs so that a parallel 
beam of light is transformed into a series of cones, which are seen as circles and 
referred to as Airy’s rings (see Fig. 5.1). Most of the intensity 84%) lies within the 
first ring, that is within a spot of diameter d i. The Rayleigh criterion to distinguish 
two neighbouring spots states that two points can just be distinguished when the 
maximum of intensity of an Airy disk coincides with the first minimum of the second. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 5.2, from which it can be seen that the resolution limit
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R is di/2. From diffraction theory it is possible to derive the relation between the 
’’spot size” d\ and the geometry and light used:
^  _  di _  0.61A 
2  ju sin a
where A is the wavelength of the light, fi is the refractive index of the medium be­
tween the object and the objective lens, a  is the semi-angle at which the objective 
aperture subtends to the specimen as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. An important ad­
vantage of using electrons versus visible light is associated with spatial resolution. 
Even using green light A is in fact limited to about 400 nm. Thus, for a two-lens 
light microscope the smallest detail that can be distinguished is about 200 nm. The 
unaided human eye can easily detect details only 0.2 mm in size. Therefore there 
is very little point in magnifying the smallest details which can be resolved. Any 
further magnification, achievable by using extra lenses, cannot make finer details 
visible but rather will degrade the resolution by introducing extra aberrations.
Finally, in any microscope the image is only in focus when the object lies in an 
appropriate plane, if part of the object being viewed lies above or below this plane 
then the equivalent part of the image will be out of focus. The range of positions 
for the object for which our eye can detect no change in the sharpness of the image 
is known as the depth of field. The depth of field can be estimated from Fig. 5.5, 
simple geometry gives C93U:
0.61A
h  =  — ;-------------
H sin a  tan a
A much smaller wavelength than light once again is a major feature which makes 
the use of high energy electrons for microscopy highly desirable. Also, electron 
microscopes are usually operated with very small values of a.
5.1.2 Image formation
Generally a transmission electron microscope (TEM) consists of an electron gun, an 
assembly of electro-magnetic lenses and apertures and a fluorescent screen as shown 
in Fig. 5.3. The almost parallel beam of electrons is scattered by the specimen. In 
the case of crystalline materials, Bragg diffracted beams traveling at small angles 
1  or 2  degrees) with the incident beam, are focused by the objective lens to 
form a transmission diffracted pattern in the ’’back focal plane”. An aperture is 
inserted in this plane which can prevent all or part of the diffracted beams to form 
the final image. Depending on which and how many diffracted beams are allowed
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to go through this aperture and contribute to the image it is possible to distinguish 
two main mechanisms which produce image contrast in the electron microscope.
• Diffraction contrast:
The aperture does not allow Bragg reflections to pass through to form the 
final image. This type of image which is then formed by the direct beam is 
called ” Bright Field (BF)” image since in the absence of a specimen a bright 
background is seen. Regions of the specimen which are thicker or of higher 
density will scatter more strongly and will appear darker in the image. If the 
specimen is crystalline then an additional contrast mechanism is encountered. 
The intensity of scattering is in fact greatly increased at particular angles. 
The contrast is produced by differences in intensities of electrons scattered 
into Bragg reflections from various parts of the specimen and is consequently 
called ” Diffraction contrast” [92]. Alternatively, images can be formed by any 
one diffracted beam, by tilting the primary electron beam so that the chosen 
diffracted beam travels along the optical axis and passes through the centered 
aperture (see Fig. 5.6). The resulting image is known as a ”Dark Field (DF)” 
image since in the absence of a specimen the background would appear dark. 
Particularly, in this work we used mostly ”220” BF and DF images. These 
were obtained by tilting the sample in such a way that only the transm itted 
beam (000) and the (220) were strong while the others were very weak. This 
type of image is conventionally accepted in microscopy as, in most of the cases 
it provides a good contrast.
When a faint diffraction spot is used to form the image, a higher resolution 
can be obtained as diffraction contrast from the core of the defects only is 
responsible for the image [91], the image formed is then called a ” Weak Beam 
(W B f  image.
• Phase contrast:
Phase changes to an electron wave are produced by most of the electron scat­
tering mechanisms. If we consider a monochromatic coherent parallel electron 
beam incident upon a very thin (<  3 nm) specimen, most of the electrons 
are transmitted, but some pass close to the electron cloud of atoms and are 
deflected through a small angle that depend upon the atomic number and 
the closest distance of approach. Because of the phase differences produced
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by these scattering events, the electrons emerge from the bottom surface of 
the specimen with uniform amplitude but with phase variations over a plane 
surface. The accumulated phase shift is considered to be a result of the elec­
tron wave interaction with the projection of the specimen potential in the 
transversal direction. For this reason, the phase contrast image, which results 
whenever electrons of different phase are allowed to pass through the objective 
aperture and contribute to the image, is sensitive to point-to-point variations 
in the projected specimen potential. Each pair of beams which interferes will 
in principle give rise to a set of fringes in the image. If more diffracted beams 
are allowed to contribute, and they are not collinear, then a ”structure image” 
or ”high resolution (HR)”, can be formed. Fig. 5.7(a) illustrates qualitatively 
the process of phase contrast formation: electron beams are emitted along 
the axis, Bragg-reflected at the thin crystal specimen, and the reflected and 
transm itted beams passing through the aperture overlap on the image plane, 
making a periodic pattern. In the figure, the distance /, is given as follow:
I = =  M xd2 sin 2 sm V
where M is the magnification. The many lattice fringes intersect and may 
give the appearance of dark spots at the position where columns of atoms are 
expected (Fig. 5.7(b)). This may be true in ideal imaging conditions but for 
reasons beyond the scope of this review there is not in general a one-to-one 
correspondence between fringes and planes. Nevertheless, many useful images 
can be obtained this way provided a suitable microscope and a very thin and 
flat sample is used. The interpretation of the detail of such images depends 
on the thickness of the sample, the defocus value and the resolution of the 
m icroscopell^ l.
5.1.3 Crystallographie defects
Qualitatively it is easy to describe the appearance of a crystallographie defect (dis­
location) as a dark line in a TEM image. Near the core of a dislocation lattice 
planes are usually bent quite severely but the extent of lattice bending decreases at 
greater distances. Fig. 5.8 shows lattice bending schematically: if the crystal far 
from the dislocation is not set at the Bragg orientation, then the bent planes on one 
side of the dislocation core must reach the Bragg orientation and will diffract more
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strongly than their surroundings. This is true all along the dislocation line which 
will therefore appear as a dark line in a BF image. Vice versa, it will appear as a 
bright line in a DF image.
5.1.4 Image artifacts
Most real specimens are not perfectly flat but are elastically buckled to some extent. 
The image will therefore contains dark regions which correspond to those regions of 
the specimen which are at the Bragg angle, together with light regions corresponding 
to parts of the sample which are not strongly diffracting. The dark regions are known 
as ” extinction contours” and their formation is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.9. 
Extinction contours can easily be distinguished from actual crystal defects, by tilting 
the sample as different planes are brought to the Bragg condition. Defects embedded 
in the specimen on the other hand will of course not move as the specimen is tilted, 
although they may change their appearence.
A second frequently-observed image artifact are ” thickness fringes”. It can be 
shown that the intensity of diffraction as a function of thickness is given by
T s in 2(7r ts)
=
where t is the thickness, s is the magnitude of the deviation from the Bragg angle 
and f  is a material parameter called the extinction distance. For a constant value of 
s (that is for a fixed orientation) the intensity varies periodically with t, becoming 
zero each time the product ts is an integer (see Fig. 5.10).
5.2 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Rutherford back-scattering spectrometry (RBS) is a widely used, fast and for many 
purposes non destructive surface analysis technique in materials science. For later­
ally uniform thin films it provides a method of examining depth composition and 
layer thickness with 1 to 5% accuracy. The method involves the collection and anal­
ysis of high energy light particles rebounding from a target specimen after part of the 
impinging beam has undergone elastic ” billiard ball” collision with its constituent 
atoms.
The Physics and the interpretation of RBS spectra have been treated extensively 
and in detail in numerous books [94], [95]. The next section will briefly review the 
basic concepts and spectra interpretation methods used in this technique.
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5.2.1 Basic concepts
RBS is based on four main concepts. Each of these (listed below) is related to 
physical phenomena which determine the capability or limitation of RBS.
1 . K in em a tic  Factor: relates the energy of the projectile after collision to its 
energy before the collision, it leads to the ability of mass analysis.
2. S c a tte r in g  Cross Section: describes the likelihood that scattering will oc­
cur, it provides RBS with a quantitative capability of atomic composition.
3. S top p in g  C ross-section: refers to the average energy loss which the pro­
jectile suffers through the scattering medium, it results in the capability for 
depth analysis.
4. E n e rg y  S traggling: arises from energy loss statistical fluctuations, it sets 
the limits on mass and depth resolution.
K in em atic  F ac to r
The collision event is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5.11. The energy E i, of the 
projectile of mass Mi, after collision with the target atom of mass M2 , is related to 
its energy Eq prior to collision by the kinematic factor K , defined by
Ei =  K E q
K  is derived from the conservation of energy and momentum parallel and perpen­
dicular to the direction of incidence and is given by
(Mf -  M 2 sin2 0)1/2 +  Ml cos 0„
~  [ M2 +  Mj ]
By measuring the energy E\, of particles scattered at an angle 6, the unknown mass 
M 2 can be found.
If a target contains two elements that differ in mass by a small amount, AM 2 , 
the difference in energy A E \, of the projectile after collision with the two different 
atoms, is given by
A E i = E0{dK/dM 2)A M 2
Therefore, in order to obtain good mass resolution E0 and dK /dM 2 need to be as 
large as possible. This can be achieved by increasing the beam energy, using a 
heavier projectile atom, and detecting backscattered particles at a scattering angle
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close to 180°. It should also be noted that every system has a finite energy resolution 
(~  15 keV in our case), and if A E \  falls below this limit the distinction between 
two elements is lost.
S c a tte r in g  C ross-Section  
The number of scattered particles, Y, registered by the detector in a solid angle 0  
is given by
Y  = Q N t{^ ) a
where Q is the number of particles striking the target, N is the volume density of 
target atoms, t is the target thickness and d<r/dft is the average differential cross- 
section for scattering into a solid angle at a scattering angle 9 and is usually 
indicated with cr, see Fig. 5.12.
The differential cross-section for an elastic collision between two atoms Mi and 
M 2 in which the force of interaction is the Coulomb repulsion of the two nuclei is 
given by Rutherford’s formula in the laboratory frame of reference, which for Mi <C 
M2 becomes
da _ . Z iZ je2 2 1 ,
dO, ~  v AE '  sin4 6/2 yM2’ ......1
I f  the number of particles striking the target and detector are counted then the number 
of atoms per unit area of the target Nt can be determined. The above expression of 
scattering cross-section reveals that RBS is much more sensitive to heavy elements 
than light ones. Also, the yield of backscattered particles rapidly increases with 
decreasing energy.
S top p in g  C ross Section 
The majority of the particles impinging on a target will penetrate into it because the 
large-angle Rutherford scattering collision is highly unlikely. As the particle passes 
through the target it loses energy. For the light particles and the energies used in 
RBS the two main energy loss processes are:
• interaction with electrons in the target, i.e. electronic stopping, and
• interaction with nuclei of the target atoms, i.e. nuclear stopping.
In RBS our attention is confined to particles that travel very small distances in the 
surface layers of the target. Under these circumstances the rate of energy loss can 
be considered constant at its value at the energy Eq of the incident particle. The
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energy, E, of a particle at a depth x, can then be approximated by
where Eq is the energy of the particle at the surface. This approximation, called the 
surface energy approximation, provides good estimates only in the surface region of 
the target. The stopping cross-section being defined as
_  l_dE_
N  dx
where N is the target atomic density. Semi-empirical values of e for all elements and 
several energies are tabulated in the literature [94]. These values vary in a similar 
fashion for all elements and have a broad maximum at ~  1 MeV.
When the target material is composed of more than one element the energy loss 
can be calculated using Bragg’s rule, which states that the total energy loss eAB in 
a compound A mBn is given by
eAB = meA -f neB,
where eA and eB are the stopping cross-sections of the atomic constituents A and B.
In RBS the energy of all scattered particles is measured, so if  one knows the 
rate of energy loss, the depth from which the detected particle is scattered can be 
calculated.
E n erg y  S tragg ling  
As an energetic particle penetrates a target, it loses energy in a succession of individ­
ual collisions. This process is subject to statistical fluctuations, so identical particles 
do not have the same energy after traversing the same distance. This fluctuation in 
energy loss is referred to as energy straggling. An estimate of the energy straggling 
is given by the Bohr value H#, which for a layer of thickness x and atomic density 
N, is given by
n 2B = 4tt (Zie2)2N Z 2x
Other models for the energy straggling exist which give better estimates than the 
Bohr model.
The essence of RBS is to measure the energy of a scattered particle and calculate 
from this energy the depth and/or the mass from which scattering occurred. Any 
uncertainty in the particle energy due to straggling leads hence to a reduction in the 
precision with which mass and depth analysis can be performed.
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5.2.2 Interpret rat ion of RBS-C data
Since the energy of the backscattered particles is related to the mass of the struck 
atom and the number of collisions is proportional to the number of scattering centers, 
it is possible to establish a backscattering spectrum directly related to a concentra­
tion profile by sorting the scattered particles into e“we#y; groups (Fig. 5.13).
RBS spectra collected during this work were used primarily to calculate layer 
composition, to measure retained ion dose, to compare element depth profiles, to 
determine the crystalline quality of surface layers.
A simple example of a typical RBS spectrum encountered in this work is shown 
in Fig. 5.14. The spectrum depicts a surface layer of a Si compound (or alloy) where 
the second element is heavier than Si (it could be Ge, Co, or Ir).
• D epth  scale
It can be shown that the energy difference AE between a particle scattered at 
the surface and one scattered at a depth x is given by
A E  =  K E q -  Ex =  [e]Nx 
where [e] is the stopping cross-section factor and is given by
M = 1-Err-tlEo) + J-jMKBo)]cos fcq cos U2
where 0i and 02 are the angles between the target normal and the incident 
beam and scattered particle respectively; and c(Eo) and e(KEo) are the stop­
ping cross-sections calculated at energies of Eq and KEo respectively. In the 
assumption that e being constant along each track this gives a linear relation­
ship between the energy AE and the depth at which the scattering occurs.
If the target is composed of a homogeneous mixture of different atoms A and 
B the stopping cross-section calculated using the Bragg’s rule will lead to two 
depth scales. In most of the cases, these are different for less than 10%.
• Spectrum  height
The number of detected particles coming back from the surface of the target 
is given by
Ho = a(Eo)QQ- E"[e0] cos 6\
where Q is the total number of incident particles, Ec is the energy of a single 
channel in the multichannel analyzer and [eo] is the stopping cross-section
factor evaluated at the surface. For scattering from a depth x, the height is 
given by
H  - . 7 ( F ) C I O  Ec  
1  ^ ° ' ^[e(.E)]cos0i e(E{)
where Ei is the detected energy after scattering from a depth x, and E is the 
energy just prior the scattering event. The ratio e(KE)/e(Ei)  corrects for the 
change with depth of the thickness of a layer of material corresponding to a 
single channel width, Ec.
Scattering from a homogeneous compound A mBn will result in different heights 
for each element. The height at the surface due to scattering from an atom A 
is given by
H a , o =  <?(E0)SlQm f B° —
[eoJ>i cos 0\
and from an atom B
E r.
Hb , o — a(Eo)£lQn- AB
[e0J b cos
In the ”surface energy approximation”, the ratio A:B (i.e. m:n) is then given
by
m _  Hji,0 (tb {Eq) {e0\ iB 
n Hb ,0 crA(Eo) [cq\bB
5.2.3 Ion Channeling
In addition to mass and depth perception, Rutherford backscattering can provide 
information on the crystallinity of the target [94], [96].
In a crystalline target, a beam incident in a low index crystallograph!c direction 
can be channeled, i.e. the incident particles are steered by a series of small angle 
deflections in the screened Coulomb field of the rows of target atoms and gradually 
lose energy to the electrons in the solid as they come to rest many microns from 
the surface. The backscattered yield in this case is called the ”channeling yielcR. In 
a similar manner when the beam enters the target far from a low index direction 
the backscattered yield is called the ” random yield\ Lattice defects and atoms 
on non-substitutional sites will oppose the channeling along open channels in the 
structure. Consequently, the comparison of the aligned (or channeled) yield Ya and 
the random (or non-channelled) yield Y  can provide information on the amount of 
lattice disorder. Channeling measurements can also give information on location of 
impurity atoms in the lattice sites and thickness of amorphous layers [96], [9 4 ].
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5.3 Four Point Probe
The four point probe is a widely used method to determine surface resistivity in 
doped or metallic layers [97], [98]. For a sample with a thickness much less than the 
probe spacing, the sheet resistance, R s, is given by
R s =  k j
where k is the geometric correction factor. For a sample with a length and width 
much larger than the probe spacing, k =  7r/ln 2 . However, for a sample with finite 
dimension, k has to be calculated for each sample. The value is determined by the 
probe spacing, and the length and width of the sample. These values have been 
calculated for rectangular samples [99].
In our experiments a linear array of four probe tips with an equal spacing (s =  
1 mm) has been used to measure the sheet resistance of rectangular samples with 
widths, d, of 4-6 mm and lengths, a, 8 - 1 2  mm (Fig. 5.15). The probes were pressed 
down to the central area of the samples, with the probe array parallel to the longest 
side of the sample. A known current, I, was passed through the outer terminals and 
the voltage, V, between the two inner terminals was then measured. To eliminate any 
voltage offset in the circuit, an average of the voltage values obtained by reversing the 
polarity of the current supply was taken. In practice, the accuracy and repeatability 
of the measurements can suffer from a few problems unless adequate care is taken:
• If the pressure used to make ohmic contact to the sample is too large, the 
probe may penetrate the layer, making a short circuit to the substrate.
• For very thin layers a leakage current will flow in the substrate. This becomes 
more significant when the resistance of the layer is comparable to that of the 
substrate.
• Since the tabulated values of k are only valid when the probe array is placed in 
the center of the sample, an error will occur when the probe array is positioned 
too close to the sample boundaries. This error will be reflected in the measured 
value of the voltage. Monitoring the voltage for a number of measurements, 
where the sample was repositioned each time, indicated that the error was less 
than 2%.
• A sample with a thin surface layer of an insulating material (such as an oxide) 
will result in the probes not making good contact.
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Intensity
distance
Figure 5.1: The variation of light intensity across a set of Airy rings. Most o f the 
intensity (c± 84%) lies within the first ring, that is within a spot of diameter d\
Intensity
Distanced.
Figure 5.2: The intensity of the Airy rings from two neighbouring pinholes. The 
intensity distribution from each pinholes separately are shown as solid lines; the 
combined profile is shown dotted. At the Rayleigh resolution limit, as shown here, 
the maximum intensity form one pinhole coincides with the first minimum from the 
other. This gives a resolution limit of d i/2 £ '€l23.
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Figure 5.3: Schematic diagram showing the important components of the electron 
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Figure 5.4: The definition of the half-angle, a, subtended by an aperture (in this 
case the objective aperture) .
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ap e r t u r e
plane of 
opfimum’ focus
Figure 5.5: The depth of field h, is the distance from  the plane o f  optim um  focus  
within which the beam diverges by no more than the spot diameter d i C V ’D,
(a) (b)
(c) ( d )
Figure 5.6: Common imaging conditions: (a) a diffraction pattern centered on the 
optical axis o f  the microscope (indicated by the crosswires); (b) the objective aperture 
centered over the central beam to create a B F  image; (c) the aperture displaced to 
permit a diffracted beam to pass, giving a low resolution D F image; (d) tilting o f  the 
beam so that the diffracted beam is on the optical axis and passes through the central 
objective aperture, giving a high resolution D F image. In reality the material around  
the aperture would o f  course be completely opaquejE^ll .
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation o f  phase contrast form ation.
Figure 5.8: Diffraction contrast at an edge dislocation. I f  the crystal fa r  from  the 
dislocation (at F) is set at an orientation close to Bragg conditions (i.e. with large 
s) , then the lattice on one side o f the dislocation core (at C) will be be?it locally into  
Bragg conditions (s = 0). This part o f the specimen will therefore diffract the beam 
strongly and will appear dark in a B F  imagejz133.
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buckled crystalline 
foil
image
Figure 5.9: A diagram o f  a buckled single crystal foil showing the form ation  o f  
extinction contours in the image corresponding to regions o f the foil which were 
exactly at a Bragg orientation£123 .
Figure 5.10: (a) Schematic diagram o f the cross-section o f a wedge-shaped specimen, 
(b) Thickness fringes in a foil which gets thicker towards the left o f  the micrograph
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Figure 5.11: Schematic representation of an elastic collision between a projectile of 
mass Mi and energy Eo, and a target atom of mass M 2 which is initially at rest. 
After collision, the projectile and target atom have energies E\ and E 2 respectively.
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Figure 5.12: Scattering into a solid angle, dQ, at a scattering angle 9t
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Figure 5.13: Principle of elastic backscattering and correspondent spectrum, shown 
for an idealized sample of a light material containing a heavy impurity.
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Figure 5.14: Typical random RBS spectrum encountered in this work, consisting of 
a Si compound (or alloy) where the second element is heavier than Si (Ge, Co or 
Ir).
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Figure 5.15: Schematic representation of the linear four point probe arrangement 
used in this work.
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Chapter 6 
Experim ental Details
In this chapter the experimental equipment and procedures involved in this research 
work are described. The chapter follows the sequence of the experimental steps from 
film deposition, ion implantation, thermal annealing, up to sample preparation and 
analysis tools set-up.
6.1 Film deposition
All the Ir deposition were carried out at the ’’Departamento de Tecnologia Elec- 
tronica, E.T.S.I. Telecomunicacion, University of Madrid” using a dedicated elec­
tron beam evaporator [100], schematically shown in Fig. 6.1. The author assisted 
personally at one of these. Prior to the standard RCA cleaning, the wafers were 
degreased with organic solvents. Immediately before being loaded into the evapo­
ration chamber, the wafers were dipped in a dilute HF (H F i^ O  =  1:100) solution 
for 1 minute, rinsed briefly in deionized water, and blown dry with N 2 • The vac­
uum system used was a conventional oil-diffusion pump, with a L./V2 cooled baffle. 
Moreover, a Meissner trap, inside the vacuum chamber, was cooled with LA2 during 
deposition. The base vacuum before iridium deposition was 2xl0 - 7  Torr. A 99.99% 
pure Ir slug was used as source material. Prior to deposition, the iridium was evap­
orated on a closed shutter to clean the source material and stabilize the evaporation 
rate. The deposition rate was maintained constant at 0.1 nm/sec. The deposition 
time was determined by monitoring the change in frequency of a small oscillating 
quartz crystal placed close to the sample holder, on which the evaporant condenses. 
The substrates were held at 200° C during deposition. After iridium deposition sam­
ples were allowed to cool down to room temperature before venting the system with 
nitrogen. The thickness and uniformity has been tested using tally-step and RBS
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on different regions of the 2  cm x 2  cm as deposited sample area and found to be 
within 1 0 % of the specified value.
6.2 Ion implantation
Depending upon the type of process, three ion accelerator systems were used in this 
work: a) the 400 kV, b) the 500 kV and c) the 2 MV.
Source materials used in the three implanters were both solid (cobalt bromide, 
germanium oxide) and gaseous (silicon tetrafluoride, argon). The solid materials 
were in a powder form so it was necessary to heat them to their sublimation tem ­
perature. The discharge in the source was normally supported by argon gas. The 
main characteristics of the three implanters used are briefly described below.
• 400 kV implanter
In the 400 kV implanter [101], ions are produced in a Freeman ion source and 
are extracted at 20 keV. After extraction from the source the beam is focused 
and is mass analysed by a magnet with adjustable pole pieces. After exiting 
the magnet the beam enters a homogeneous field accelerator tube where a 
voltage gradient is built across its length by means of a chain of resistors. At 
the exit of the magnet a quadrupole lens focuses the ion beam. The beam 
is then deflected to remove neutral particles and then finally passes through 
a scanning system which rasters the beam across the sample. The horizontal 
frequency used was 417 Hz and the vertical one was 67 Hz.
The ions impinging on the surface of the sample being implanted result in 
the emission of secondary electrons from the sample surface. These needs to 
be suppressed otherwise an error in the measurement of the ion dose can be 
produced. This was achieved by using a negatively charged aperture in front 
of the sample. A current integrator is used to measure the charge incident on 
the target and hence the implanted dose. The beam is automatically shut off 
by a pneumatically operated gate valve when a preset charge corresponding 
to the required dose is reached.
• 500 kV implanter
In the 500 kV implanter the ion beam is extracted from a modified Nielsen 
ion source. The beam is then focused by an Einzel lens and, after this, in
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contrast to the 400 kV implanter, the ions are accelerated in the acceleration 
tube before being made to pass through the analysing magnet. The beam then 
passes through a slit and through X-Y electrostatic deflection plates to which 
a sawtooth waveform is applied to ensure full scan across the aperture placed
• in front of the sample. A DC voltage is superimposed on the raster scanned 
beam to align the beam after this was electrostatically deflected at the exit of 
the magnet in order to remove neutrals. Charge collection is the same as in 
400 kV implanter. A schematic of this implanter is shown in Fig. 6 .2 .
• 2 MV implanter
Finally, the 2 MV implanter, which was used exclusively for post amorphiza- 
tion 500 keV Sz‘+ implants, employs a hot cathode Penning ion source with 
30 kV extraction and a Van de Graaff belt generator ([94]) by High Voltage 
Engineering Europe ([102]). The Van de Graaff generator was equipped with a 
stabilizer system which ensures excellent beam energy stability. Fluctuations 
in the terminal voltage in fact, are electronically sensed and, via feedback 
loops, used to counteract these terminal voltage fluctuations by regulating the 
belt charging current via the corona current. The tank is pressurised at 9 bar 
by a combination of SF6 and A^. Before final acceleration the ion beam passes 
through a Wien filter, which acts on every electrically charged particle passing 
through and only ions with the selected mass (whereby the electric and mag­
netic forces are evenly balanced) follow a straight line and enter the accelerator 
tube. Triplets are used to focus the ion beam prior to entering the 90 degree 
analysing magnet and again before the elecrostatic scanning system. An X 
voltage offset is applied to the beam just before entering the target chamber 
in order to trap possible neutrals created along the beam path. Dose mea­
surement is performed using four Faraday cups placed symmetrically about 
the target defining aperture. The beam is electrostatically scanned across the 
full width of the Faraday cups and the aperture, with the target charge being 
calculated from the ratio of the areas of the Faraday cups and sample. The 
beam scanning frequency used was 1  kHz in both the X and the Y directions. 
The end station is equipped with a carousel for multiple wafer implants and 
a liquid nitrogen cooling system for ’’cold” implants. The remaining features 
do not differ significantly from the other two implanters.
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6.3 Thermal annealing
Annealing of the samples was carried out in a Process Products Corporation RTP 
halogen lamp system. The temperature was monitored by a thermocouple embedded 
in a silicon support wafer and the reading deviated less than 5°C from set point. 
Annealing was performed both in a nitrogen and in a forming gas (N2:H2, 90:10) 
ambient using the same gas flo^. In all cases the annealing system was purged 
with nitrogen for five minutes at room temperature, prior to annealing, to reduce 
the effects of gas contaminants. The temperature was increased to 400°C in one 
minute, held at 400° C for one minute, increased to the desired temperature using a 
constant heating rate of 60°C/sec, and then held at this temperature for the required 
time. Samples were then allowed to naturally cool down to room temperature before 
venting the process chamber. A typical RTA cycle is shown in Fig. 6.3. Some of 
the samples were annealed under vacuum using a Jipelec FAV4 system with a turbo 
pump linked with it. During vacuum RTA the pressure in the process chamber was 
1 x 10- 5  Torr.
6.4 XTEM  and sample preparation
• XTEM sample preparation
XTEM sample preparation is an extremely delicate process that only people 
who actually tried themselves can fully appreciate. The objective of the sample 
preparation is to achieve ’’electron transparent” sample thickness (~  2 0 0 0  
Angstrom) around the regions of interest Several variants have been
investigated from time to time, however, the ’’polishing &; milling” technique 
proved to be the most successful. It consists of a number of steps which are 
described below and in Fig. 6.5.
Samples were normally cleaved into small strips (2 mm x 6  mm), glued face 
to face with an epoxy resin in a ”sandwich-like” arrangement. Slices were 
extracted from this arrangement by cutting in a direction perpendicular to 
the longer side ( 6  mm side) as shown in Fig. 6.5 a) and b).
This was made utilizing a diamond saw with a blade 150 fim thick. One of 
these slices was then mechanically thinned on both sides to a final thickness 
of ~  40 (jlm utilizing silicon carbide and aluminium oxide grinding paper of 
different grain size (see Fig. 6.5 c)). At this stage the sample had to be fixed
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onto a 3 mm diameter copper grid. This was accomplished by using silver-dag 
in order to ensure good thermal contact and dissipate away from the specimen 
any local heating which may rise due to the Ar+ milling beam. The grid was 
then placed onto the ion milling sample holder.
Finally, a circular hole was produced in the center of the thinned slice by 
ion milling it from both sides utilizing two low energy (< 5 keV) A r+ beams 
bombarding the slice at shallow angle (< 15°) while the slice was rotating 
around its axis (see Fig. 6.5 e) and f)) [103].
This allowed the production of electron-transparent regions around the hole 
for TEM observation. In the cross section case, however, only the region of 
intersection of the glue line with the hole is of interest because it is there where 
it is possible to find the surface region of the sample. In the plan view case, 
only one beam bombarding the sample (3mm x 3mm) on the back side was 
utilized. For as deposited or amorphous material N 2 cooled baffle was utilized 
to avoid any temperature effect due to the ion milling.
Because of the high atomic number of Ir (Z =  77), it is usually very difficult to 
distinguish features within an Ir film using XTEM. Most of the electron beam 
is in fact absorbed in the film and the transmitted image of the film is usually 
very dark with respect to the silicon substrate unless very thin XTEM sample 
foils are obtained. Moreover, the silicon substrate presents a higher sputtering 
yield with respect to the Ir film so that is necessary to reduce the ion milling 
process time in the TEM sample foil preparation and to use low-angle (<  10°) 
incidence Ar beam which preferentially bombard the Ir layer rather than the 
Si substrate. This was accomplished by mechanical polishing the TEM sample 
foil to a thickness of only 20-30 (xm and masking the ion miller holder so as 
to prevent the impingement of ions parallel to the Ir layer, thus preventing 
” relief’ of the Ir film compared to the surrounding Si substrate.
• TEM system
Three TEM systems were used: a Jeol 200CX and a Jeol 2000FX operating at 
200 kV and a Jeol 4000FX operating at 400 kV. Fig. 6 . 6  shows a schematic of a 
typical vertical microscope column. At the top of the instrument is the electron 
gun (thermoionic or field emission). The electrons emitted by the filament are 
accelerated by the force ©loe -to TVie between the filament (cathode)
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and the anode.
Below the electron gun are two or more condenser electromagnetic lenses whose 
main functions are to converge the beam emitted by the gun and to control 
its diameter and convergence angle as it hits the specimen. Since the field of 
view in high magnification microscopy is limited to a very small area (typically 
1  nm 2 at 100,000X), the illumination area must be small otherwise adverse 
effects such as specimen heating will result.
Below the condenser lenses lies the specimen chamber, this is equipped with a 
side-entry specimen rod which holds a 3 mm diameter specimen support grid 
between the pole pieces of the objective lens. The specimen rod enters the col­
umn through an airlock mechanism which allows the specimen to be exchanged 
without breaking the column vacuum. A liquid nitrogen cooling trap near the 
specimen is used in order to reduce specimen contaminations and maintain 
a high vacuum. The specimen holder can be moved precisely in the x, y, z 
directions and can be tilted along two perpendicular axes by pedals controlled 
goniometer. Ideally the optical axes of the lenses must aligned each other and 
the axes of tilt should intersect the optical axis of the microscope, along which 
the beam travels. Usually, considerable skill and patience is required to set-up 
the alignment correctly.
The objective lens located immediately below the specimen forms the first 
intermediate image and diffraction pattern, one or the other of which is en­
larged by the subsequent projector lenses and finally formed on the viewing 
fluorescent screen or on film in the camera chamber. The objective system is 
provided with four small apertures to be inserted in the back focal plane. As 
discussed in section 5.1, the objective aperture defines the angular range of 
scattered electrons which can travel further down the column and contribute 
to the image. Its diameter therefore controls the ultimate resolution.
6.5 RBS system  and calibration
• RBS instrumentation 
The accelerator used for RBS was the 2 MeV Van de Graaff in the D.R. Chick 
Accelerator Laboratory at the University of Surrey [104], this is schematically 
represented in Fig. 6.7 together with the beam line used for RBS analysis.
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The high voltage in the Van de Graaff is produced by means of a rapidly 
moving insulating belt that conveys charge between ground potential and the 
accelerator terminal [94]. Ions are extracted from an RF ion source and ac­
celerated by the voltage gradient developed along an insulating column by 
means of precision resistors. The high-voltage terminal and the accelerating 
column are surrounded by a pressurized tank to provide high-voltage insula­
tion. Fluctuations in the terminal voltage are corrected using high and low 
energy control slits positioned after magnetic analysis. The slit signals are 
used to control the terminal voltage via an adjustable discharge current be­
tween a series of sharp points and the high-voltage terminal. The beam line 
and the experimental chamber are kept at a vacuum of about 10- 6  Torr by 
using a series of diffusion pumps.
The beam current that strikes the target is measured by current integration 
and is usually in the region 15-25 nA with a beam spot diameter of about 1 
mm. Secondary electron suppression is achieved by biasing the target holder at 
about +200 V with respect to earth. The scattered beam is energy analysed 
and counted by a solid state detector placed at a scattering angle of 160° 
(Fig. 6 .8 ). For every incident ion, the detector acts as a very rapid ionization 
chamber, producing a voltage pulse which is proportional to the energy of 
the backscattered ions. A charge-sensitive preamplifier provides a minimum 
of pulse shaping with a maximum signal-to-noise ratio in order to minimize 
pulse-pile-up £91*1.
The pulses are then amplified and stored in a Multi Channel Analyser (MCA). 
The MCA measures the amplitude of each signal caused by scattered particle 
striking the detector, and stores it in an appropriate channel that is propor­
tional to the pulse height and hence to the energy of the backscattered H e+. 
To standardize the spectrum, the integrated charge Q is set to 10 fiC. The 
data is stored and processed on a SUN computer.
Channeling experiments require samples to be oriented with respect to the 
beam and this involves use of a three-axis goniometer operated by precise 
stepping motors.' The goniometer also allows the sample to be rocked during 
data collection for a random spectrum (a  was fixed at -8 ° and <j) was rocked 
between -7° and -9°).
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• RBS calibration
The energy calibration of the system was obtained by using a reference sample 
of a thin layer of Au on a substrate of Si. The energy due to scattering of 
an element on the surface is given by E i—KEo. The energy of the backscat­
tered particles is calculated for scattering from each element. The energy per 
channel, Ec, is defined as
p  — ( ^ Au ~  K Si)Eo 
c ~  ChAu — Chsi
Where K Au=0.9242 and Ksi=0.5732 are the known kinematic factors of Au 
and Si respectively, ChAu and Chsi are the channel positions of Au and Si 
respectively and E0 is the beam energy. The position of the Au peak was 
kept fixed at channel 450. The energy offset (i.e. the energy corresponding to 
channel position zero) of the detection system was found to vary from day to 
day, so it was necessary to adjust the amplifier gain to position the Au peak 
at channel 450. This resulted in the variation of the channel position of the 
surface Si signal. Ec was found then to vary between 2.9 to 3.1 keV/channel.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic section o f the electron beam evaporator used fo r  Ir depositions.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic diagram of the 500kV implanter at Surrey University.
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Figure 6.5: Sample preparation technique fo r  X T E M  observation.
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Chapter 7 
R esults Sz Discussions
In this chapter the main experimental results from this work will be presented and 
discussed. First (section 7.1), a study of the binary Ir/Si system is presented. This 
study highlights the peculiarities of the Ir silicidation process and was used as ref­
erence for the following investigation on Ir/SiGe-MBE reactions (section 7.2).
Subsequently (section 7.3), the fabrication of graded composition S^i^Gea, layers 
by high dose Ge+ implantation into Si is discussed in terms of the implantation 
condition used. These Szi-^Ge^ layers were then used as substrates for subsequent 
Ir silicidation (section 7.4), while the effect of an ion beam mixing process on the final 
quality of the Ir silicide/SiGe interface for both the Ir/SiGe-MBE and Ir/SiGe-IBS 
is described and discussed in section 7.5.
Finally, in sections 7.6 and 7.7 experimental results regarding ion beam synthesis 
of buried C0 S/ 2  layers in Si and SiGe layers respectively will be discussed.
A table summarizing all samples process conditions is attached at the back end o f the thesis.
7.1 Iridium silicides formation
7.1.1 Introduction
In this section the formation of iridium silicides from solid state reaction of thin 
Ir films with single-crystal silicon substrates has been studied. The nature of the 
as deposited film, the different modes of silicide formation observed at the different 
temperatures as well as contamination problems due to the annealing ambient are 
identified and discussed. The 20 nm thick iridium films were deposited onto P-type 
(1 0 0 ) silicon substrates by electron beam evaporation as described in section 6 .1 , 
annealing were subsequently carried out in nitrogen, forming gas or in vacuum as 
described in section 6.3. The temperature range investigated was 400o(7-1000oC 
and annealing times were varied between 1 sec and 1 hour.
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7.1.2 As deposited structure
Fig. 7.1 shows a (220) bright field (BF) XTEM image of a typical as deposited Ir 
film on a (100) silicon substrate. The Ir film shows a columnar textured polycrys­
talline nature confirmed by the diffraction pattern inserted in the same figure. The 
diffraction pattern in fact shows a rings-type distribution due to the large number 
of randomly oriented grains [103]. The vertical grain size is comparable to the film 
thickness which indeed appears to be quite uniform and equal to 2 0  nm.
A very thin amorphous interface layer (~  3 nm) is visible between the Ir film 
and the Si substrate in all the as deposited samples. This interface layer has been 
reported previously in many other metal-silicon systems and in the Ir/Si case itself 
and it has been attributed to an intermixing reaction occurring already during the 
deposition process [105]. The formation of such an interlayer, probably promoted
by the impact of the Ir ■"dusters on .the Si surface during deposition, is mainly driven
■- ' •
by the negative heat of mixing Hmix (which arises from the difference in internal 
energy (E) before and after mixing) in the amorphous alloy [106]. The formation of 
the amorphous alloy involves a three-step process:
1 . melting of solid metal and silicon at the respective melting temperatures,
2 . undercooling of the liquid to a temperature at which the amorphous layer was 
found, and
3 . mixing of the undercooled liquid metal and silicon layers.
As a consequence, it is possible to obtain the change in Gibbs free energy for 
the formation of undercooled liquid alloy from pure solid metal and silicon by con­
sidering that the total Gibbs free energy variation is the algebraic addition of (a) 
the difference in Gibbs free energy between the amorphous and the crystalline phase 
of the pure metal and silicon at the deposition temperature and (b) the Gibbs free 
energy of mixing of the amorphous phase.
The first term was estimated using a linear extrapolation from .the melting tem ­
perature and the observed Enthalpy of fusion [106] and the second one was estimated 
with the method of Miedema [81], [107] (which will be discussed in section 7.2.4), 
taking into account the atomic size effect. The Gibbs free energy change for the 
amorphous Ir-Si alloy, at 200°C, versus composition is shown in Fig. 7.2. The 
system has a negative Gibbs free energy of mixing for Ir molar fractions between
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0 . 2 2  and 0.83 which provides the driving force for the formation of the amorphous 
interlayer [105]. For comparison, the variation of the Gibbs free energy of the well 
characterized Ti-Si system is also plotted in the same figure.
The energy released during mixing allows the binary system to lower the free 
energy although no stable ordered compound is formed. The amorphous phase 
formation is likely to occur whenever the heat of mixing of the adjacent elements is 
high and if one of the elements is a faster diffuser in the other matrix [106]. These 
conditions are usually fulfilled in metal/Si systems [108], [109].
7.1.3 Effect of oxygen contaminations
Fig. 7.3 shows a (220) BF XTEM image of a sample annealed in nitrogen at 600° C 
for 1 / 2  hour. It appears that the IrSi phase has been formed which shows a poly­
crystalline nature and a thickness of ~  40 nm which is double that of the as de­
posited film. The size of the differently oriented grains is comparable with the film 
thickness while no orientation relation with the Si substrate has been found. In 
addition, white-contrast inclusions are found at discrete points of the IrSi/Si inter­
face, particularly at the IrSi/Si/IrSi grain boundary intersections. These inclusions 
are evidence of oxide formation. The heat of formation per oxygen atom for Si0 2  
(~  -70 kcal/oxygen atom) is in fact higher than that of metal oxides for metals of 
the group VI A. As a consequence any of these metal oxides can be reduced by Si 
leading to a decrease in the system’s free energy [37]. In oxidizing ambient, silicides 
of other transition elements (including Ir and Co) behave similarly to group VIA 
metal silicides so that it is very likely that the type of oxide observed in Fig. 7.3 is 
SiO* (x <  2 ) rather than Ir oxide.
The presence of oxygen at the IrSi/Si interface has been detected previously 
in the same samples annealed in argon [1 1 0 ] and in similar structures annealed 
in nitrogen [26]. There are several possible sources of oxygen. For example, the 
native oxide layer which is always present on the Si substrate surface may have been 
only incompletely removed during the HF dip performed immediately before the 
Ir deposition as described in 6.1. If this is the case, although this native oxide is 
not thick enough (usually ~  2  nm) and probably not even continuous to stop the 
reaction during the anneal, its presence is not negligible in view of the kinetics of 
the reaction and of the final quality of the silicide/silicon interface. This is a serious 
issue in the case of the Ir/Si system where it is known from RBS marker experiments
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[Ill],  that Si is the main diffusing species during thermal reaction so that native 
oxide or other contaminants initially present on the substrate surface will remain at 
or near the interface and will lead to poor silicide adhesion and impaired electrical 
contact. On the other hand, in metal/Si systems where the metal is the main 
diffusing species (as in the case of P t or Co) contaminations at the silicon surface 
are not very critical since in this case as the reaction starts the silicide layer traps all 
surface contaminants and when the reaction is completed such contaminants will be 
situated on the top surface of the final structure while the interface silicide/silicon 
is free of contaminants. The situation is schematically presented in Fig. 7.4 which 
also shows the intermediate case where silicon and the metal atoms have similar 
diffusivity.
Because of this critical issue in the Ir/Si system, particular attention must be 
paid to the removal of the native oxide from the Si surface and in the quick loading of 
the HF dipped samples in the deposition system described in section 6.1. However, if 
residual native oxide was present at the silicon surface immediately before deposition 
then this would not explain why equivalent samples annealed in vacuum did not show 
any oxide inclusions at the silicide/Si interface as observed instead in the case of 
samples annealed in nitrogen.
Alternatively, it could be possible that oxygen was incorporated into the Ir film 
during Ir deposition but, also this hypothesis seems unlikely since Auger Electron 
Spectroscopy (AES) analysis performed on the as deposited films showed that the 
oxygen concentration was always below the detection limit of the AES system (< 0 . 6  
at.%) in contrast with thermally annealed samples where the oxygen concentration 
reached values of ~  12 at.% at the Ir/silicide interface [110].
It seems more probable that oxygen contaminations are instead present in the 
nitrogen ambient during annealing, probably in the form of water vapor. During 
annealing oxygen diffuses into the film along the grain boundaries and when it meets 
the silicon, i.e., at the bottom end of the grain boundaries, an oxide is formed, leading 
to a laterally inhomogeneous accumulation of oxygen at the interface as shown in the 
schematic of Fig. 7.5. At elevated temperatures or upon prolonged annealing, the 
interfacial oxygen starts to spread out laterally and to progressively close openings 
in the oxide film. This sealing of the interface will compete with the formation of 
any further silicide phase and eventually will stop the reaction as it hampers any 
further diffusion [1 1 2 ].
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This can been seen in Fig. 7.6 which shows an HRXTEM image of a sample 
annealed in nitrogen for 1 / 2  hour at 450° C and subsequently at 650° C for 1 / 2  hour. 
It shows a triple layer structure which in order of increasing distance from the Si 
substrate consists primarily of IrSi, SiO* and Ir.
Samples annealed only at 450°C in the same ambient, on the other hand, did not 
show any evidence of an oxide layer. It is evident then, that in the case of the double­
step annealed sample shown in Fig. 7.6 the oxide layer has been formed during 
the second step anneal when the oxygen diffusion along the Ir grain boundaries 
was faster than Si diffusion through the silicide layer. On reaching the IrSi/Ir 
interface, the Si atoms find an oxygen rich ambient and silicon oxide is preferentially 
formed with respect to the silicide due to its higher heat of formation (H j ~  -15.9 
kcal/metal atom for IrSi, and H j ~  -18.5 kcal/metal atom for IrSi2 and IrSi3 [37]). 
From the above observations it appears that silicidation and oxygen diffusion differ 
significantly in'their temperature dependence, and hence, in their activation barriers, 
so that in the annealing conditions used, there are temperature ranges where one of 
the two processes prevails with respect to the other, while competition between the 
two processes occurs at the intersections of such ranges.
Anomalous effects due to oxygen contaminations or water vapour can, however, 
be minimized using vacuum annealing systems or Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) 
or a combination of both [113]. RTA in fact, because of its well-controlled gas 
ambient and short annealing time relaxes the environment restriction and makes it 
possible to work with Ar or A2 ambient or in vacuum. In particular, in most of 
the cases either vacuum (better than 10- 5  Torr) or forming gas (AT2:U2=90:10) has 
been used in this work instead of conventional furnace annealing in a ’’pure” inert 
gas ambient.
7.1.4 Diffusion controlled phases
Fig. 7.7 shows a (220) BF XTEM image of a sample annealed in vacuum (10- 5  
Torr) at 525° C for 1 min. The rapid thermal annealing in vacuum has allowed an 
interfacial reaction to occur with no oxide being formed. The annealing time at this 
temperature was not sufficiently long to allow the complete reaction of the Ir layer. 
A double layer structure is in fact observed. The reacted bottom layer is ~  10 nm 
thick.
Fig. 7.8 shows an HRXTEM image of the same sample. The top layer is poly­
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crystalline Ir. The bottom reacted layer is quasi-polycrystalline IrSi and exhibits 
amorphous contrast in some areas. The size of the crystalline grains ranges between 
4 and 10 nm. In a few cases, grain growth along the grain boundaries of the top 
layer is observed. The grain orientation and the size distribution of the bottom layer 
are not related to those of the top layer. No preferential orientation with the silicon 
substrate has been observed.
The amorphous-like structure of the reacted layer has been observed in other 
low temperature annealed metal/Si systems and corresponds to a metastable phase. 
The existence of this metastable phase is justified assuming that the temperature 
of reaction is not sufficiently high to overcome the activation energy for the growth 
of the crystalline compound but it is high enough to allow the system to evolve 
towards a lower free energy condition which does not necessarily correspond to a 
true equilibrium (absolute free energy minimum). The situation is schematically 
illustrated in Fig. 7.9 which shows the free energy of the system as a function of the 
reaction coordinate (system configuration). The dashed curve shows the reaction 
path the system is likely to undertake if the energy provided is not high enough to 
overcome the energetic barrier for the transition to the stable state. The energies 
shown in Fig. 7.9 are average energies associated with large numbers of atoms. As 
a result of the random thermal motion of the atoms the energy of any particular 
atom will vary with time and occasionally it may be sufficient for the atom to reach 
an activated state. The rate of this thermal activation process is determined by 
the activation free energy barrier. According to the kinetic theory, the probability 
of an atom reaching the activated state is given by exp(-AG /kT) , where k is the 
Boltzmann’s constant and AG is the activation free energy barrier. The rate at 
which a transformation occurs will depend on the frequency with which atoms reach 
the activated state i.e.:
rate oc exp{——=) 
kj
The transition to the metastable state allows then a higher energy degradation rate.
In a kinetic model proposed by Bene’ [114], a comparison between solid-state 
silicide formation and a process that occurs frequently in nature, the generation of 
snowflakes has been carried out. The basic assumption is that the two processes 
are similar in -Tthat both involve a compromise that maximizes the rate of energy 
degradation rather than the degradation of the free energy alone. In a supercooled 
cloud, snowflake structures may be generated even though, because of the interface
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energy, the shape of the cluster would be expected to be spherical. A sphere in fact 
has the smallest surface area with respect to any other structure of equal volume. 
However, the larger surface area of a snowflake compared to a sphere of the same 
volume will allow a faster total thermal diffusion across the interface. In a similar 
way a silicide forming system may also involve a compromise in the selection of 
the local chemical structure between the structure that has the maximum -A  G for 
a given thickness, and a structure that has the maximum growth rate. This will 
generally involve a tradeoff between -A G  and the effective diffusion constant for 
the growing region K  introduced in section 3.1. A completely random glass with 
no short-range order is expected to have the largest K as it has frequently been 
observed that glass structures usually have a significantly higher self-diffusion rate 
for the constituent atoms than crystalline systems. The amorphous state (observed 
in Fig. 7.9) then becomes the lowest free-energy state that is kinetically accessible 
at that temperature.
Annealing at higher temperature (650°C) for 1 min allows full reaction to occur 
with the formation of a poly crystalline IrSii .75 film (Fig. 7.10). Further annealing at 
temperatures exceeding those which are required for the formation of IrSii .7 5  causes 
no further composition changes over a wide range of temperatures.
7.1.5 Nucleation controlled phase
The final stable IrS«3 phase starts to form at temperatures exceeding 920°C. The 
formation of IrS«3 does not proceed in layers of increasing thickness as in the case of 
the previously described diffusion controlled phases (IrSi and IrSn.7 5 ) but rather by 
a nucleation and growth mechanism. RBS results of a sample annealed at 920°C for 
1 sec show a uniform composition of I r S ^ -  However such a phase does not existCliQ. 
The misleading appearance of the obtained spectrum is caused by the relatively large 
area (~  1 mm in diameter) of the probing He+ beam which averages simultaneous 
composition profiles from areas of pure IrSii .75 and areas of pure IrS«3 . This is 
confirmed by Fig. 7.11 which shows the presence of IrS^ islands, ~  100 nm in lateral 
dimension, surrounded by IrSii.7 5 . All of the islands have very similar diameter, 
implying that they nucleated at the same moment in time, and they grew at similar 
rates. The surface of these islands shows circular wavelike formations extending 
away from the different centers of nucleation, while the surroundings are mirror­
like as a result of their diffusion controlled layer growth. The IrSz3 islands spread
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laterally impinging on one another giving the surface a grain-like appearance. The 
same behaviour has been reported for 200 nm thick Ir films on silicon processed by 
furnace annealing at 1000°C for 1 hour [111].
Fig. 7.12 shows a (220) BF XTEM image of a sample annealed in vacuum 
(1 0 ~ 5  ^ 0 ^ )  at 950° C for 15 sec. In this case the whole surface is covered by IrSi3 
islands. Each of these islands is formed by different IrSi3  grains of ~  1 (xm in lateral 
dimension and ~  0.1 fxm in thickness. The morphology of these grains also develops 
in order to reduce the interface/surface energies. Fig. 7.13 shows, schematically, the 
silicide film morphology changes at various stages. Groove formation occurs so that 
the resultant of the two surface tensions and the one grain boundary tension will 
vanish along the line of intersection. Groove formation occurs both at the silicide 
surface and at the silicide/Si interface. The local equilibrium is defined by an energy 
balance between the surface 7 *, interface 7 ;, and the grain boundary energy 7 &. This 
equilibrium condition is expressed asC4 e>3 !
7 6  =  2  7 * sin
7 6  =  2  7 ,* sin 0 ,-.
Where 9S and 0t- are the equilibrium groove angles at the top and at the bottom 
surface of the film respectively (Fig. 7.13). The rapid establishment of the equilib­
rium angle by atomic migration in the region of intersection produces sharp ridges 
that border each side of the boundary. These ridges tend to flatten by surface dif­
fusion away from the regions of high curvature which are formed. This flattening 
perpetually upsets the equilibrium angle and forces the grooves to deepen.
As the grain size increases with the constant curvature morphology maintained, 
the grain boundary area decreases until a critical grain size Lc is reached above 
which film agglomeration occurs. The value of Lc may be calculated assuming the 
mass and volume of the film does not change during grooving [115]. According to 
this model, Lc increases for thicker films, lower grain boundary energies or higher 
interfacial and surface energies. Typical Lc values have been found to be of the 
order of 1 0  times the silicide film thickness.
7.1.6 Summary
In this section the fundamental aspects of the iridium silicide formation have been 
studied. Results obtained were consistent and complementary to the ones shown in
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similar studies carried out by other research groups. This was important in order to 
initially assess the reliability of our experimental setup and procedures. Particularly, 
the dynamics and the differences in the diffusion controlled and in the nucleation 
controlled phases formation have been described and discussed. Moreover, impor­
tant peculiarities of the Ir-Si reaction, such as the effect of oxygen contamination in 
the annealing process ambient have been identified. The results of this study will 
act as reference for the successive study where the Si substrate will be replaced by 
a SiGe layer.
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Figure 7.1: B F  X T E M  image o f as deposited Ir  film  on (100) silicon substrate.
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Figure 7.3: B F  X T E M  image o f a sample annealed in nitrogen at 600° C  fo r  1 /2  
hour.
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Figure 7.5: Schem atic representation o f oxygen diffusion along the grain boundaries 
and SiO x form ation  at the interface.
surface
Figure 7.6: H R X T E M  image o f a sample annealed in nitrogen fo r  1 /2  hour at f5 0 ° C
and subsequently at 650° C  fo r  1 /2  hour.
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Figure 7.7: B F  X T E M  image o f I r /S i  sample annealed in vacuum (10 5 Torr) at 
525° C  fo r  1 m in.
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Figure 7.8: H R X T E M  image o f I r /S i  sample annealed in vacuum (10 5 Torr) at
525° C  fo r  1 min.
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Figure 7.11: Plan view Nom arski microscopy image o f I r /S i  sample annealed at 
920°C  fo r  1 sec in vacuum (10~5 Torr).
Figure 7.12: B F  X T E M  image o f a sample annealed in vacuum (10 ° Torr) at 950° C
fo r  15 sec.
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7.2 Ir/S'io.75G!eo.25 interface reactions
7.2.1 Introduction
In this section a study of the Ir/SiGe interface reaction upon rapid thermal annealing
in forming gas atmosphere is reported. Two sets of samples, 180 nm and 520 nm
thick p-Sio.7 5 Geo.25 (100), relaxed MBE grown layers were used as the substrates
for Ir film deposition. The deposition procedure has been described in section 6.1.
After Ir deposition the samples were annealed using forming gas in the temperature
range of 500oG-1000oC for annealing times of 5, 15, and 30 sec. One set of samples
was preannealed at 650° C for 30 min. Particular attention was paid to the highest
*
temperature processes where, for the Ir/Si system the stable IrSis phase is known 
to occur [111].
7.2.2 Interface morphology
For this study the set of samples with the thicker (520 nm) SiGe substrate layer 
was utilized, the other set with the thinner (180 nm) SiGe layer was reserved for 
RBS studies in order to avoid possible overlapping of the Ge and Si signals in the 
RBS spectra. Fig. 7.14 shows a high magnification (220) bright field (BF) XTEM 
of the as deposited sample. On the left top edge of the micrograph a region is visible 
where the Ir layer has been almost completely sputtered away by the ion milling 
process during the TEM sample preparation. In that area the TEM sample foil 
is extremely thin so that it is possible to observe in detail interface features. The 
columnar textured polycrystalline nature of the deposited top Ir layer is evident and 
confirmed by the diffraction pattern inserted in the same figure. The vertical grain 
size is comparable to the film thickness which indeed appears to be quite uniform 
and of 20 nm. Moreover, a very shallow interface layer (~  3-4 nm) is visible. This 
interface layer is of similar nature to the one reported in section 7.1.2 and its origin 
can be explained in the same as discussed for the Ir/Si system.
Fig. 7.15.a shows a XTEM (220) BF image of the same sample annealed at 500° C 
for 30 sec. It appears that a uniform interdiffusion reaction has occurred since the 
thickness of the deposited film is increased slightly. However, the annealing tim e at 
this temperature was not sufficient to totally consume the Ir layer.
As the temperature is increased to 600°C (30 sec), more Ir is consumed, the 
interface becomes wavy and some preferential sites of diffusion ~  350 nm apart
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are evident (Fig. 7.15.b). This could be due to preferential diffusion along some 
particularly oriented grain boundaries of the poly crystalline Ir film. In such areas 
the reacted film is ~  40% thicker than in the adjacent areas, which suggests the 
coexistence at this temperature of different phases like in the case of the Ir/Si system 
(IrSi +  IrSi 1 .7 5 ).
At a temperature of 700°C (30 sec), the BF (220) XTEM image (Fig. 7.15.c) 
shows a different behaviour of the interface with respect to the sample annealed at 
600°C. Much closer (~  70 nm) silicide protuberances are present causing an increased 
interfacial roughness. This could mean that more grain boundaries are activated for 
the diffusion at this temperature or that a different diffusion mechanism, probably 
by growth of specially oriented single grains has occurred.
Fig. 7.15.d shows a cross section BF (220) image of the 900°C 15 sec annealed 
sample. The silicide layer is wavy but still continuous, and stress related defects are 
produced beneath the iridium silicide protuberances in the SiGe layer.
Cross section TEM images show that annealing at 950° C for 15 sec has produced 
flatter interfaces. However, the reacted layer was found to be interrupted occasion­
ally by defective SiGe areas (Fig. 7.15.e). Differently oriented lattice fringes in 
different grains of the reacted layer (~  80 nm thick), however, confirm the non- 
epitaxial nature of the film.
Finally, annealing for 15 sec at 1000° C results in the breaking of the reacted film 
into islands approaching 0.5 /nm in length (Fig. 7.15.f). The driving force of such 
a rupture is the reduction of interface/surface energy which occurs as described in 
section 7.1.5.
7.2.3 Elements depth profile
For temperatures below 900°C and annealing times up to 30 sec, RBS spectra show 
that Ir preferentially reacts with Si to form silicides, as the Ge profile remains 
unchanged within the sensitivity of the RBS experiment, while the Si profile moves 
slightly to higher backscattering energy. This behaviour has also been found for 
longer annealing times (1/2 hour) at low temperature (650°C).
Fig. 7.16 shows RBS random spectra of the as deposited structure (solid line), 
annealed at 650°C for 1/2 hour (dotted line), 950°C for 15 sec (dash-dotted line), 
650°C for 1/2 h plus 950°C for 15 sec (dashed line). To clearly show the distribution 
of each element upon annealing, the ’’SQUEAKIE” computer program ([116]) has
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been used to convert the RBS data to composition versus depth profiles (Fig. 7.17).
For the sample annealed at 650° C for 1/2 hour preferential Ir-Si interaction is 
evident as the overlap between the Ir and the Ge profile in the reacted layer is small 
while the silicon is uniformly incorporated within it (Fig. 7.17.b). This behaviour is 
similar to the Pt/SiGe system case at similar temperatures and can be explained in 
terms of the different heats of formation of silicides and germanides [82]. In many 
cases, in fact, the absolute value of the heat of formation of silicides is much larger 
than that of the corresponding germanides, so that the silicide is more stable than 
the complementary germanide and therefore preferentially forms at the interface 
by Si out-diffusion. The result is a Si depleted and a Ge rich region between the 
compound region and the unreacted SiGe. The silicide composition calculated from 
the RBS data is approximately IrSi, becoming richer in silicon towards the interface.
For the sample annealed at 950° C for 15 sec the average Si/Ir ratio is about 2 
compared with a value of 1.1 for the 650°C 1/2 hour case. In this case however, 
as shown in Fig. 7.17.c), the Ge diffuses away from the silicide/SiGe interface 
resulting in a thinner SiGe layer of higher Ge concentration (x~0.3). In this case 
the above discussed Ge ’’pile up” is enhanced and accompanied by Ge diffusion into 
the unreacted layer because of the higher temperature involved.
For the double step annealed sample (650°C for 1/2 hour plus 950°C for 15 sec), 
the behaviour is significantly different, since in this case there is an intimate mixing 
of the three elements in the reacted layer (Fig. 7.17.d). Similar behaviour has been 
observed in the case of a codeposited Ir silicide/SiGe structure (in which the silicide 
composition was similar to that of our 650°C processed sample) annealed at the same 
temperature [72]. This different behaviour must be attributed to the different nature 
of the interface of the 650°C processed sample, with respect to the as deposited case. 
W hether the reacted layer in this case consists of a ternary IrxS iyGez compound or 
a mixture of silicide and germanide could not be ascertained in the present study.
Finally, channeling experiments (not shown) on all the samples show no appre­
ciable decrease in the backscattered yield confirming the polycrystalline nature of 
the reacted layer observed in the XTEM observations.
7.2.4 Heat of formation
Although no experimental data is available for the heat of formation of iridium ger­
manides, it is still possible to give a reasonably accurate prediction of their values.
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This prediction is based on an atomic model for binary alloys which was developed 
by Miedema [81]. This model is preferable with respect to other models since the 
parameters to be introduced are measurable physical quantities that can be ex­
pressed in well defined units. Predictions of the model link up excellently with all 
the available experimental data on heats of formation of intermetallic compounds 
[117], [118]. In the formation of the alloy AB two main effects must be taken into 
account:
• First, the chemical potential for electrons, $*, will not be in general equal in 
the atomic cells of A and B. This cannot remain so. Some electron transfer 
will take place from the cells with the relatively high chemical potential to the 
sites with the lower, more favourable chemical potential, in this process the 
latter cells become slightly bigger at the expense of the former. This transfer 
of electrons will always reduce the energy of the system. A contribution is 
then expected to the heat of formation of the alloy which will then depend on 
the difference A$* in chemical potential for the two elements A and B and 
which will always be negative. In a series expansion in A3>* the first term  will 
therefore be negative and proportional to (A3>*)2.
• Second, there must be no discontinuities in the density of the electrons. When 
the atomic cells of the pure A and B are combined to form an alloy, the electron 
density nws at the boundary of the atomic (Wigner-Seitz) cell A will not gen­
erally be equal to that at the boundary of the cell B. This discontinuity must 
be eliminated. It is possible to do so by compressing the cell with the lower 
density and letting the cell with the higher density increase in volume. Since 
the original atomic volume of A and B corresponded to an energy minimum, 
any change makes a positive contribution to the heat of formation of the alloy. 
A contribution is then expected to AH that will depend on the difference in 
the density of electrons at the boundary of the two atomic cells, A nws, and 
this will always be positive. In a series expansion in powers of A nws the first 
term is therefore positive and proportional to (Anws)2.
The model results then in the following prediction for the heat of formation of alloys:
A H  =  / ( c ) [ - P e ( A r ) 2 +  Q(An™)2],
where f(c) is a function of the concentration of A and B, e is the electronic charge, 
while P  and Q are constants. The values of and nws can be found in the litera­
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ture as they are related (and hence measured by) to the work function and to the 
compressibility respectively [117], [118], [119].
The predicted heats of formation for IrSi and IrGe are -10 kcal/g-at. and -5 
kcal/g-at. respectively. This calculated result is in agreement with our experimen­
tal evidence of preferential silicide formation with respect to germanide formation 
discussed in the previous section.
7.2.5 Summary
The interface morphology evolution and the redistribution of elements in the 
Ir/S'«o.7 5 G!eo.25 structure has been examined under different rapid thermal annealing 
conditions. Flat interfaces are only obtained at 500°C and occasionally at 950°C. 
Higher temperatures result in the rupture of the reacted film into islands approach­
ing 0.5 nm in length. For the annealing times investigated there is evidence of an 
Ir-Si preferential reaction accompanied by ’’pile up” of Ge at the interface. Such an 
effect is interpreted in terms of higher heat of formation of the iridium silicides as 
compared to the corresponding germanides and is more evident at high temperatures 
where a thinner Ge enriched S i i - xGex (x ~0.3) substrate layer is obtained. This 
behaviour is very promising in order to develop novel silicide/SiGe far IR photode­
tectors. On the other hand, a double step anneal process, where the intermediate 
sample presents a silicide/SiGe interface, results in uniform incorporation of Ge in 
the reacted layer.
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Figure 7.14: B F  (220) X T E M  o f as deposited Ir layer. Ir /S iG e  interface detail, and  
diffraction pattern.
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Figure 7.15: B F  (220) X T  E M  o f : a) 500°C 30 s, b) 600° C  30 s, c) 700° C  30 s, d) 
900°C 15 s, e) 950°C 15 s, f )  1000°C 15 s.
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Figure 7.16: RBS random spectra of as deposited (solid line), 650° C 1/2  h (dotted 
line), 950°C 15 s (dotted-dashed line), 650°C 1/2 h + 950°C 15 s (dashed line).
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Figure 7.17: Composition versus depth of Ir,Si and Ge for a) as deposited, b) 650° C 
1/2 h, c) 950°C 15 s, d) 650°C 1/2 h + 950°C 15 s.
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7.3 S i \ - x G e x  fabrication by high dose G e +  ion im­
plantation
7.3.1 Introduction
In this experiment we have investigated the crystalline quality and the annealing 
behaviour of high dose Ge+ implanted Si layers under different ion beam current 
densities. The aim of this study was to find the optimal implantation condition for 
the fabrication of such graded composition Sfi-^Ge^ layers which can be used as 
substrates for subsequent Ir silicidation.
P-type silicon single crystals of (100) orientation and 10 0  cm resistivity were 
implanted with 200 and 250 keV 74Ge+ ions with doses ranging from 0.5 x 1016 to 1 x 
1017 Ge+/cm 2. The target surface normal was tilted 7° with respect to the direction 
of the incoming beam to reduce ion channeling. For the Ge+ implants beam current 
density values as low as 0.2 jj,A/cm2 and as high as 12 fiA /cm 2 were used.
One set of samples was post amorphised by a S«+ implant at an energy of 500 
keV and a dose of 6 x 1015 Si+/cm 2 performed using siliconfgrease on the back of the 
wafer to assure good thermal contact to a liquid N 2 cooling stage. The tem perature 
during this implant was measured by a thermocouple mounted on the edge of the 
implanted area which indicated that the implantation temperature was <  -50° C.
Sample E
(keV)
Retained
Dose
(Ge+/cm 2)
Peak 
Cone. 
(Ge at.%)
RP
(nm)
Current
Density
(fiA /cm 2)
Power
Density
(W /cm 2)
S i+ 
L N 2
A1 200 5 x 1016 6 140 0.5 0.1
A2 200 4 x 1016 5 140 1.5 0.3
A3 250 5 x 1016 5.5 160 10 2.5
B1 200 9 x 1016 12 140 0.5 0.1
B2 250 1 x 1017 10.5 160 10 2.5
A2S 200 4 x 1016 5 140 1.5 0.3 V
A3S 250 5 x 1016 5.5 160 10 2.5 V
BIS 200 9 x 1016 12 140 0.5 0.1 V
B2S 250 1 x 1017 10.5 160 10 2.5 V
Cl 200 0.5 x 1016 0.6 140 0.25 0.05
C2 200 5.2 x 1016 6.3 140 2.22 0.44
C3
200
200
5.2 x 1016 
+
0.5 x 1016
7
140
140
2.22
0.25
0.44
0.05
Table 7.1: Description o f  the different samples discussed in this work.
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Table 7.1 summarizes the different samples used in this study. In particular, a 
comparison in terms of power density will be made between samples A l, A2 and A3 
which show similar compositions as measured by RBS. Also, a comparison in terms 
of composition will be made between samples Al and B1 which were implanted 
under equal power density conditions but with different doses. The effect of a post 
amorphization process prior to SPE will be shown by a comparison between samples 
A2, A3, B l, B2 and samples A2S, A3S, BIS, B2S respectively. Finally, a way to 
control the quality of the a/c interface of the as implanted structures by a double­
step Ge+ implant process will be indicated by a comparison of samples C l, C2 and 
C3.
A sample from each type of implant was retained in the as implanted state 
while the others were annealed in flowing nitrogen using the RTP system described 
in section 6.3. SPE regrowth of amorphous layers was performed by annealing at 
650° C for times of up to 1/2 hour.
7.3.2 Low beam-power densities
In this section attention will be paid to samples implanted in the low beam-power 
density regime (around 0.2 W /cra2). Figs. 7.18 and 7.19 show XTEM images in 
220 BF and WB mode respectively for samples Al and A2 following SPE regrowth. 
Although the composition of the two samples is very similar (see Table 7.1), the 
regrowth behaviour is very different. For sample A l a defect free layer is achieved 
with only a very narrow band of end of range (EOR) defects present just beyond the 
original amorphous/crystal (a/c) interface at a depth of ~  280 nm. EOR defects 
originate mainly from excess self-interstitials due to Si recoils and are always found 
once an amorphous layer is formed [120]. In contrast, sample A2 presents a defective 
surface layer with a high density of threading dislocations, mainly in the form of 
hairpin dislocations (HD) nucleated at the upper part of a broad band of EOR 
defects. Annealing at higher temperatures (up to 950°C for 1/2 hour) results in the 
coalescence of the EOR defects into larger loops and in the development of complex 
surface dislocations network (Fig. 7.20).
Figs. 7.21, and 7.22 show RBS spectra of samples Al and A2 respectively. A 
comparison of the random spectra (solid line) confirms that the composition of the 
two samples is very similar with a peak Ge concentration of ~  6 a t .% at the projected 
range of the Ge+ implant (Rp ~  140 nm). Following SPE regrowth the Ge profile
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in the random spectra (not shown) of samples Al and A2 did not show any change 
with respect to the as implanted cases, indicating that no Ge diffusion has occurred, 
in agreement with the Ge diffusivity data [34]. A significant difference is observed 
instead between the channeling spectra of samples A l and A2 after SPE (unfilled 
circles Figs. 7.21, and 7.22). For sample Al the crystal quality of the SiGe layer 
quantified by the term Xav which is defined as the ratio of the channeling to random 
yield in the Ge region of the spectrum (channels ~  300-400) is ~  5% which confirms 
the good average crystal quality over thejsize of the He+ beam probe (about 1 mm 
in diameter). A slight increase in backscattering yield is observed after channel ~  
225 due to the presence of the narrow band of EOR defects observed by XTEM 
(Fig. 7.18). On the other hand, a rapid increase in backscattering yield culminating 
in a broad peak (channels ~  220-240) is observed in sample A2 (Fig. 7.22) which 
corresponds to the broad EOR region observed by XTEM (Fig. 7.19). The Xav for 
sample A2 is ~  21%.
The presence of HD in sample A2 is evidence of the strain relaxed nature of the 
regrown layer, however, the relaxation cannot be due to the high Ge concentration 
since this, as confirmed also by the behaviour of sample A l, is below the critical 
value calculated by Paine et al. for similarly implanted structures [121]. These 
defects have been observed and characterized in other implanted structures and are 
due instead to the presence of microcrystalline regions slightly misoriented with 
respect to the bulk crystalline material located at the upper portion of the a/c  
transition region [122]. In order to accommodate the misorientation, a dislocation 
segment is formed when the advancing a/c front intersects a small crystallite. As the 
annealing continues the dislocation segment wraps around the misoriented material 
to form a half loop from which hairpin arms then diverge becoming ”V” in shape 
until intersecting the surface. The density of such HD was found to be a function 
of the density of misoriented crystallites and a/c interface roughness [122].
In order to understand the different regrowth behaviour, an analysis of the as 
implanted structures for both samples, Al and A2, has been carried out. Analysis 
of channeling spectra of sample A2 in the as implanted state (filled circles Fig. 7.22) 
shows a broader a/c interface region with respect to sample A l (filled circles Fig. 
7.21) as indicated by the different slope of the channeled spectra in the channels 
range ~  225-235. Fig. 7.23 (a) and (b) shows XTEM 220 BF images of the a /c  
interface for sample Al and A2 respectively in the as implanted state. A broad
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highly damaged layer (~  90 nm thick) below the amorphous region is observed in 
sample A2 while sample Al shows a sharp a/c interface which is in agreement with 
the above RBS-C results. From the above observations it is clear that sample A2 in 
its as implanted state does not presents' an ideal planar single crystal seed for SPE 
regrowth at the a/c interface but rather a layer with a distribution of microcristallites 
surrounded by highly damaged or amorphized regions. This configuration results, 
during SPE regrowth of the amorphous layer, in the nucleation of a high density of 
HD as described earlier.
Fig. 7.25 shows RBS-C spectra of sample B1 in the as implanted and SPE 
regrown state. This sample was produced using the same energy (200 keV) and 
beam-current density (0.5 fiA /cm 2) of sample Al but with twice its dose. The yield 
deficiency in the silicon signal between channel 230 and 270 of the random spectrum 
is due to the considerable amount of Ge atoms included within the surface layer 
of the silicon matrix. The measured Ge peak concentration at the projected range 
(Rp) of the Ge implant is about 12 at.%. The initial a/c interface is quite abrupt 
as indicated by the sharp slope in the channel range 220-230 of the as implanted 
channeling spectrum (filled circles) and also by XTEM results (not shown). This 
is consistent with the result obtained for sample Al where the same beam-current 
density was used. However, in this case the Xav in the regrown material is of about 
13%.
Fig. 7.26 shows a XTEM WB image of sample B1 upon SPE regrowth. In 
comparison with sample A l, not only is a band of EOR defects present at the 
original a /c  interface (at a depth of about 280 nm) but also a surface layer of defects 
mainly in the form of stacking faults and HD pinned at a depth of about 150 nm, 
that is just below the Rp of the Ge+ implant and corresponds to where the RBS-C 
spectrum (unfilled circles) shows a bump in the backscattering yield (at channel a  
250). These are strain relieving defects and their nucleation depth depends upon the 
Ge concentration in the layer. For similar structures it has been found that, during 
the regrowth the advancing a/c  interface is only able to elastically accommodate 
the Ge atoms in the silicon crystal if the Ge concentration does not exceed a value 
of about 7-8 % [121]. Our results confirm such predictions since the nucleation r
-l/V"
depth of the defects corresponds to the critical Ge concentration. However, it is 
worth pointing out that the full recovery of the crystalline quality of the bottom  
part of the SiGe layer is achieved even though no post amorphization process was
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performed before SPE, as instead recommended as a necessary condition from other 
groups [121], [123]. These results strongly suggest that for good regrowth it is not 
the initial position of the a/c interface with respect to the peak of the Ge distribution 
that is critical, but actually the nature of the a/c interface. When a very narrow 
a/c transition region is produced (by low beam-current density or ’’cold” implant), 
SPE always results in a regrown layer which is defect free until a critical thickness 
for strain relaxation is reached and nucleation of threading dislocations occurs. This 
has also been found when large Ge concentration changes are present in the layer, as 
in the case of Hong et al. [124] who observed that in SPE regrowth of Sio.gGeo.i/Si 
structures amorphized by Si+ implant performed at liquid nitrogen temperature, 
threading dislocations were always located in the alloy films, irrespective of the ion 
range and hence of the position of the a/c  interface with respect to the SiGe/Si 
interface.
The nucleation in sample B1 of HD in a region ~  180 nm away from the original 
a/c  interface, where no microcrystalline regions should be present and where an 
abrupt a /c  interface passes through during regrowth might be explained in the 
following way. As the a/c interface sweeps through, the higher Ge concentration, 
present in proximity of the Rp of the Ge+ implant, appears to affect the process 
of atom attachment probably by locally straining the lattice in a way that impedes 
the motion of surface ledges necessary for attachment. This produces a delay in the 
planar regrowth (observed by in situ TEM [125]) during which surface perturbations 
develop as microroughnesses. Such microroughnesses allow the relaxation from their 
normal position of atoms near the rough edges and develop in adjacent ”V”- shaped 
features of varying size [126]. It is also possible that during the growth delay some 
microcrystallites grow ahead of the crystallizing interface [127], [128]. Such a/c 
interface configuration, very similar to the one of sample A2 in the as implanted 
state is, as discussed earlier, ideal for the nucleation of HD.
7.3.3 Implantation Temperature
The reason for the different a/c interface morphology of the as implanted A l and 
A2 samples must be related to the different substrate temperature during the Ge+ 
implantation. It has been reported in fact that the integrated recoil concentration 
beyond the a/c  interface and hence of EOR defects increases with increasing im­
plantation temperature [129]. Considering that the period of the beam scan system
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is small with respect to the thermal diffusion time through the wafer thickness L 
and that the energy of the beam is deposited in a layer of thickness much smaller 
than that of the wafer, one may assume a uniform surface heating [130]. In this case 
the heat flow equation is given by:
pLCp^  = ~ -  h(Tw -  TwH) -  2 aew(T„4 -  Ts4)
where p is the wafer density, Cp is the specific heat, Pb the beam power, A s the 
area scanned by the beam, h the cooling coefficient and ew the wafer emissivity, 
Tw the temperature of the wafer, Twh the temperature of the wafer holder and Ts 
the temperature of the surrounding ambient in which the implant is performed, a 
the Stefan-Boltzman constant (=  5.67xlO-12W /cra2/iT4). The factor 2 takes into 
account the front and the back surface of the wafer. For silicon Cp = 0.6 J/g , h =  20 
m W /cm 2 °C, ew ~  0.5, this last value is an average of the different values at different 
temperatures. The term in the left hand side of the previous equation is the amount 
of heat to increase the temperature by AT in the time At per unit area of the wafer. 
This power per unit area is equal to the incident beam power per unit area (first 
term in the right hand side of the above equation) minus the heat conducted away 
by conduction (second term in the right hand side of the above equation) and by 
radiation (third term in the right hand side of the above equation).
During Ge+ implantation, the wafers were mechanically held on a metal holder 
by metallic clips with no external cooling system or thermal conductive siliconegrease 
on the back of the wafer. In such a configuration, due to the microscopic roughness 
of surfaces, conduction heat losses occur mainly at the few fixing points whilst the 
remainder of the wafer is subject to radiation losses. However, as it is notoriously 
difficult to obtain good thermal contact between surfaces in vacuum, conduction 
losses are, in practice, very small [131]. At high doses, above 1015/cm 2 a steady 
state is reached and the impinging power is dissipated only by black body radiation, 
in this situation the heat flow equation becomes:
^  =  2acw( T j  -  T,4)
In Fig. 7.27 the equilibrium target temperature calculated from the above equa­
tion and assuming Ts = 300 K, is shown as a function of beam power density. In the 
same plot three experimental curves are also shown for the case of a wafer mounted 
on three small silicon tips, on a metallic plate and on a Boron Nitride pad respec­
tively. In these three experimental cases an Ar+ beam with an energy of 200 keV
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has been used to implant a one inch square area with a thermocouple mounted on 
the edge of this square. Experimental measurements demonstrate that a significant 
temperature rise (of several hundred degrees Celsius) is possible, even at low beam 
densities in agreement with previous work [132], [133]. The discrepancy between the 
experimental curves and the theoretical one is due to the over simplification of the 
problem with no conductive losses through the metallic clips and no radiation from 
the surrounding back to the wafer taken into account. However, the trend of the 
experimental curves is similar to the calculated one especially for power densities 
> 1 W /cm 2. It is also shown that conduction losses are more important as the 
thermal contact between the wafer and the sample holder is improved, with tem ­
perature variations of ~  40-60°C as one goes from silicon tips to a metallic hard 
plate and then to a Boron Nitride soft pad. Lateral variations of the tem perature 
between the center of the implanted area and its periphery were found to be less 
than 20° C at the highest power densities used. From the experimental curve in the 
case of wafers mounted on a metallic plate it is also apparent that the implantation 
temperature for samples Al and A2 was about 80 and 130°C respectively. The wafer 
temperature is in fact very sensitive to the current density value especially in this 
medium-low power-density range (0.1-0.3 W /cm 2 [132]) so that accurate control 
is very critical if the same implanted structure is required. Indeed when an inter­
mediate current density (lfiA /cm 2) was used, XTEM results showed the presence 
below the amorphous layer of a narrower EOR damage band with respect to the one 
in sample A2 indicating that an intermediate implantation temperature was used. 
Such a narrow damage band can sometimes be hard to resolve by RBS-C spectra of 
the as implanted material but can still cause the nucleation of HD at the original 
a /c interface (Fig. 7.28).
7.3.4 High beam-power densities
Ion beam-power densities of about an order of magnitude higher (around 2 W /c m 2) 
with respect to those discussed earlier (around 0.2 W /cm 2) have been used for the 
fabrication of samples A3 and B2. Although the ion doses used (5 x 1016 Ge+/cm 2 
and 1 x 1017 Ge+/cm 2 for sample A3 and B2 respectively) were about two orders of 
magnitude higher than that necessary to form a continuous amorphous layer at RT, 
for the ion energy used (250 keV), the implantation temperature due to the beam 
power was high enough to avoid the formation of a continuous amorphous layer.
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Particularly, for the samples A3 and B2 the measured implantation temperature 
was about 400° C.
Fig. 7.29 and Fig. 7.30 show RBS-C spectra of samples A3 and B2 respectively. 
The broader tail in the Ge profile (~  channels 300-400) of both samples is due to the 
higher implantation energy which results in a larger straggling of the ions and also 
to the higher implantation temperature which causes enhanced Ge diffusion. The 
heating effect, due to the beam power, can also be appreciated from the fact that for 
sample B2 with a retained dose as high as 1 x 1017 Ge+/cm 2 a Ge peak concentration 
of just ~  10.5 Ge at.% is obtained as a result of the broader implanted profile with 
respect to that of sample B l. Also, it is worth noting that the crystal quality in 
the as implanted material degrades as the dose is increased (Xav — 63 % for sample 
A3 against ~  88 % for sample B2). This is confirmed by XTEM observations which 
show that the less damaged surface layer (region (I) in Fig. 7.31) is progressively 
consumed by the highly damaged broad end of range layer (region (II) in Fig. 7.31) 
as the dose increases. As the as implanted material was highly damaged but not 
amorphous, annealing at 650°C, (as for SPE regrowth), would not improve the 
crystal quality, thus higher temperature annealing was performed (up to 950°C for 
1/2 hour) which produced a decrease in the Xav value to 26% and 35% for sample 
A3 and B2 respectively. Unfortunately, although higher temperature anneals can 
allow better crystal quality material to be achieved, they do not represent an option 
since considerable diffusion of the Ge may occur [134].
7.3.5 S i + post amorphization
Sample A2 was post amorphized by a LN 2 500 keV Si+ implant producing sample 
A2S. The latter sample presented a sharp a/c transition region (XTEM not shown) in 
contrast to sample A2. The dotted line in Fig. 7.22 is the channeling spectrum after 
SPE of sample A2S showing that in this case the regrown layer is of a much higher 
quality since the the epitaxial regrowth has now started from an ideal crystalline 
seed. XTEM results (Fig. 7.24) confirm the good quality of the regrown material 
with only a very narrow band of EOR defects present at a depth of ~  lfim  were 
the a/c  interface was positioned by the post amorphising process. This behaviour 
confirms that the previous (sample A2) observed HD were not due to the high Ge 
content but to the presence of a broad band of EOR damage resulting in a non ideal 
crystalline seed for the regrowth. Indeed, Berti et al. [135] found that removal of
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the end of range damage band by laser melting, in their ’’Room Temperature” (RT) 
Ge+ implanted structures, was necessary for the recovery of the crystalline quality. 
When laser melting was not performed instead, the resulting material had a high 
density of threading dislocations.
Post amorphization of the Ge+ implanted structures followed by SPE regrowth 
has also been performed on both samples A3 and B2 and the dashed lines in Fig. 
7.29 and Fig. 7.30 represent the channeling spectra following post amorphization 
and SPE. The crystal quality is clearly improved in both samples with a Xav value of 
~  5% and ~  11% for sample A3 and B2 respectively. For sample A3 XTEM results 
are very similar to Fig. 7.24 and confirm a defect free regrown layer with only EOR 
defects at a depth of ~  1 /im, while once again strain relieving HD are also found 
to be pinned at about the Rp of the Ge+ implant and extend up to the surface in 
sample B2 (Fig. 7.32). However, because of the lower Ge peak concentration with 
respect to sample B l, a reduced HD density is found in sample B2.
The high energy post amorphizing implant besides repressing the beam heating 
effect of the first implant is particularly useful in view of device applications as it 
is able to confine EOR defects deep in inactive regions of the Si substrate. It is 
well established in fact, that the reverse bias leakage current can be considerably 
reduced by increasing the distance between p+-n junction and EOR damage [136]. 
EOR defects deep in the Si substrate may also act as gettering sites for microdefects 
and metallic impurities from the active region [137].
7.3.6 Double-step Ge+ implant
Finally, three more samples Cl, C2 and C3 were fabricated by implanting silicon 
wafers with Ge+ ions at an energy of 200 keV and doses of 0.5 x 1016 Ge+/cm 2, 
5.2 x 1016 Ge+/cm 2, and 5.2 x 1016 Ge+/c m 2 -f 0.5 x 1016 Ge+/cm 2 respectively. 
During the high dose implant the beam-power density was ~  0.44 W /cm 2 which 
corresponds to a measured implantation temperature of ~  150° C, while for the low 
dose case it was reduced to only 0.05 W /cm 2 which corresponds to an implantation 
temperature very close to RT.
For the two-step implant, once the high dose implant was completed, the sam­
ple holder was set to the dummy position which shields the implanted wafer and 
exposes a dummy silicon sample to the beam. Reduction of the beam current was 
then obtained operating a defining aperture manipulator within the source chamber
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without significantly altering the plasma conditions. The whole operation was long 
enough to allow the wafer temperature to fall to RT. The sample holder was set 
again to wafer position and the final dose was implanted at RT.
Fig. 7.33 shows the RBS random and channeling spectra of sample C l. A 
surface amorphous layer 280 nm thick) has been produced with a fairly abrupt 
a/c interface as shown by the steep slope of the back edge (channels ~  225-235) of 
the channeling spectrum.
Fig. 7.34 shows the RBS random and channeling spectra of sample C2. Although 
a large amount (~  6 at.%) of Ge has been introduced in the Si surface layer, as 
confirmed by the dip in the Si backscattering yield at channels ~  250-270 and by 
the evident gaussian-like distribution of the Ge (channels ~  300-400), the surface 
amorphous layer presents a rough a/c interface transition region as shown by the 
slope of the back edge (channels ~  225-235) of the channeling spectrum. However, 
in reality, as observed from XTEM results the slope rather than indicating a very 
rough a /c  interface, indicates the presence below the amorphous layer of a broad 
damaged layer (~  100 nm thick) which becomes more and more damaged towards 
the a /c  interface. This confirms the result of sample A2 and is justified by the high 
power density used during the implant which raised the wafer temperature to over 
150°C.
Finally, Fig. 7.35 shows the RBS random and channeling spectra of sample 
C3. In this case, the dynamic annealing occurred during the first-step implantation 
under the high beam power density, was repressed by the second-step implantation 
at the low beam power density, even with no external cooling being used. The a/c 
interface appears abrupt again while the total amorphous thickness becomes ~  300 
nm as a consequence of the full amorphization of the damaged sublayer present 
below the amorphous layer after the first-step implant.
The two-step Ge+ implantation procedure sequentially using high and low beam 
power densities can significantly improve the throughput compared with the one- 
step Ge+ implantation using a low beam power density. For a total dose of 5.7 x 
1016 Ge+/cm 2 and an implantation energy of 200 keV for instance, the one-step 
implantation process with the beam-current density of 0.5 fiA /cm 2 takes about 5 
hours, while the two-step implantation process (sample C3) with the same implanted 
energy and total dose takes about 2 hours. An improved implantation time budget 
is possible but attention must be paid in the design of the second-step implanta­
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tion process in order to minimize wafer heating while saving implantation time and 
forming a continuous surface amorphous layer. For the implantation energy and 
doses used, a dose ~  10% of the total one and a power density <  0.1 W /cm 2 were 
appropiate for the second-step implant process to be effective.
7.3.7 Summary
Formation of epitaxial SA-xGea; layers by high dose Ge+ implantation into Si has 
been investigated under different beam-power density regimes. Regrowth of amor­
phous layers produced by low power density Ge+ implants yielded better crystal 
quality than did high power density implanted layers where the as implanted m ate­
rial was highly damaged but crystalline. High temperature processes performed on 
the latter layers to remove the implantation related damage are limited by the Ge 
diffusion which broadens the implanted profile.
The ion beam-current density is an important parameter in the synthesis of com- 
positionally graded epitaxial S i\-xGex layers, especially for serial implanters with no 
cooling system for the wafer holder. In particular, during the synthesis of a Szi-xGe^ 
amorphous layer, for a given dose and energy the beam-current density must be ad­
justed in order to keep the beam-power density below 0.1 W /cm 2, otherwise heating 
effects produce a broad band of end of range damage below the amorphous layer 
which acting as an imperfect crystalline seed, results, upon SPE regrowth, in the nu­
cleation of high densities of ”hair-pin” (HD) dislocations regardless of the implanted 
dose. When an abrupt a/c interface is produced instead, as in the case of low current 
densities or ’’cold” implants, two main categories of defects were found upon SPE 
regrowth, namely: end of range (EOR) defects at the original a /c interface for both 
the low dose (6 % Ge peak) and the high dose (12 % Ge peak) case, and, in the 
latter case, relaxation related HD pinned at about the Rp of the implanted profile 
and extending up to the surface.
Post amorphization of the Ge+ implanted structures followed by SPE regrowth is 
able to confine the EOR defects deeper in the silicon substrate (which could be useful 
for device applications) but is not a necessary condition for a good SPE regrowth 
unless high power densities (> 0.1 W /cm 2) have been used during the Ge+ implant.
A double-step Ge+ implantation process sequentially using high and low beam 
currents has been shown to be able to produce the required abrupt a /c  interface 
while significantly reducing the implantation process time.
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surface
Figure 7.18: B F  (220) X T E M  image o f sample A l  upon SPE.
surface
Figure 7.19: W B X T E M  image o f sample A 2  upon SPE.
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surface
Figure 7.20: D F  X T E M  image o f sample A 2  upon SP E  and a fu rther annealing 
process at 950° C  fo r  1 /2  hour.
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Figure 7.21: R B S -C  spectra o f sample A l .  Solid line: random as implanted, filled 
circles: channeling as implanted, unfilled circles: channeling upon SPE.
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Figure 7.22: R B S -C  spectra o f sample A2. Solid line: random as implanted, filled  
circles: channeling as implanted, unfilled circles: channeling upon SPE, dotted line: 
upon post amorphization and SPE.
Figure 7.23: B F  (220) X T E M  images o f a /c  interface in sample A l  (a) and in
sample A 2 (b) in their as implanted state.
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Figure 7.24: W B X T E M  image o f sample A 2 S  upon SPE.
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Figure 7.25: R B S -C  spectra o f sample B l .  Solid line: random as implanted, filled  
circles: channeling as implanted, unfilled circles: channeling upon SPE.
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Figure 7.26: W B X T E M  image o f  sample B1 upon SPE.
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Figure 7.27: Equilibrium target temperature as a function  o f beam power. Solid line: 
calculated assuming radiative heat losses only, solid line with squares: measured with 
wafer m ounted on S i tips, solid line with circles: measured with wafer m ounted on a 
metallic plate, dashed line with diamonds: measured with wafer m ounted on a Boron  
N itride pad.
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surface
Figure 7.28: B F  (220) X T E M  image o f HD nucleated at the original a /c  interface 
fo r  a sample implanted with the same energy and dose o f sample A l  but with a 
current density o f ~  1 pi A /c m 2.
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Figure 7.29: R B S -C  spectra o f sample A3. Solid line: random as im planted, filled  
circles: channeling as implanted, unfilled circles: channeling upon 950° C  1 /2  h 
anneal, dotted line: channeling upon post amorphization and SPE.
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Figure 7.30: R B S -C  spectra o f sample B2. Solid line: random as implanted, filled  
circles: channeling as implanted, unfilled circles: channeling upon 950° C  1 /2  h 
anneal, dotted line: channeling upon post am orphization and SPE.
surface
Figure 7.31: B F  (220) X T E M  image o f sample A 3  in the as implanted state.
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surface
Figure 7.32: B F  (220) X T E M  image o f sample B2 upon post am orphization and  
SPE.
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Figure 7.33: R B S -C  spectra o f sample C l. Solid line: random as implanted, filled  
circles: channeling as implanted.
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Figure 7.34: RBS-C spectra of sample C2. Solid line: random as implanted, filled 
circles: channeling as implanted.
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Figure 7.35: RBS-C spectra of sample C3. Solid line: random as implanted, filled 
circles: channeling as implanted.
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7.4 Ir silicidation of graded composition S i \ - x G e x  
layers
7.4.1 Introduction
Making use of the experience achieved in the fabrication of SiGe layers described 
in the previous section, a low beam current density <  0.1 W /cm 2 was used in the 
fabrication of more SiGe substrates which were then used as substrates for Ir film 
deposition. As mentioned in chapter 4, to date two, not fully successful approaches 
have been undertaken to avoid any undesireable Ge incorporation in the reacted 
layer: the codeposition of Ir and Si on the SiGe substrate [71] or the use of a sacrificial 
Si buffer layer between the metal film and the SiGe substrate [33] (Fig. 7.36.a,b). 
Related issues were the thermal instability and stoichiometry and the control of the 
Si buffer layer thickness respectively. The alternative solution investigated here is 
the use of amorphous SiGe substrates fabricated by ion beam, which, because of the 
graded Ge implanted profile, provide a surface region relatively free of Ge so that 
an ideal Ir silicide/SiGe structure could be achieved after annealing (Fig. 7.36.c).
Ir Si
SiGe SiGe
Ge
Figure 7.36: Schematic of different approaches (a,b) in the fabrication of Ir sili- 
cide/SiGe structures and alternative solution investigated here (c).
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Two doses 5 x 1016Ge+/cm 2 and 1 x 1017Ge+/cm 2 respectively and an energy of 
200 keV were used in the fabrication of the above substrates. In both low and high 
dose Ge+ implanted substrates a fully amorphous SiGe layer was achieved (XTEM 
and RBS not shown). The measured longitudinal projected range Rp was around 
135 nm in depth. In the low dose case the retained Ge peak concentration was ~  
6 at.% (similar to sample A l of section 7.3) while in the high dose case it was ~  
12 at.% (similar to sample B1 of section 7.3), these values being respectively below 
and above the concentration limit for strain relaxation of similar layers [121]. The 
as deposited Ir film was poly crystalline and 20 nm thick as described in section 7.2.
7.4.2 Ir/SiG e-low  dose
Fig. 7.37 a) shows a (220) (BF) XTEM image of the Ir/low dose Ge+ implanted 
substrates after annealing in N 2 ambient at 600° C for 1/2 hour. The implanted 
layer is totally regrown with only end of range (EOR) defects present just below the 
original amorphous/crystalline interface. The silicide layer is of uniform thickness 
(~  35 nm) with grain size approaching 30 nm. However, a very thin .layer (bright 
in contrast) is present at the interface and becomes thicker at some discrete points, 
mainly where the silicide grain boundaries intersect the substrate. This layer, as 
discussed in section 7.1, is believed to be due to oxygen diffusion (present in the 
annealing ambient) through the Ir layer and to its reaction with silicon [110]. Such 
an oxide layer is effective in hampering the IrSi3 phase formation when a second 
annealing at 950° C for 15 sec is performed. The interface in this case is found to 
be non uniform with the presence of silicide protrusions and voids at discrete points 
(XTEM (Fig. 7.37 b)). The RBS spectra (Fig. 7.39) show the formation of the 
IrSi phase in the 600°C case and the I r S A . 7 5  in both the 650°C 1/2 hour and in the 
600°C 1/2 hour plus 950°C 15 s case (coincident spectra). The germanium profile 
does not change appreciably during the thermal reaction.
7.4.3 Ir/SiG e-high dose
Fig. 7.38 a) shows a BF (220) XTEM image of the Ir/high dose Ge+ implanted 
substrates after annealing in N 2 at 650° C for 1/2 hour. The implanted layer is fully 
regrown but this time as expected (section 7.3), not only EOR defects at the original 
amorphous/crystalline interface are present, but also ’’hairpin” dislocations (HD) 
pinned just below the Rp of the Ge profile and extending up to th'e silicide/substrate
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interface. The origin of such HD has been discussed in section 7.3.
Also in this case the effect of the oxygen is evident, however, because of the 
slightly higher temperature involved, some silicide protrusions extend beyond the 
interface oxide layer. Annealing in forming gas (90:10) seems to avoid most
of the contamination problems producing a thicker silicide layer (~  55 nm) corre­
sponding to the IrSii .75 phase (Fig. 7.40) with no visible contamination layer at the 
interface (Fig. 7.38 b)). A Si+ implant at a temperature of around -50°C carried 
out after the high dose Ge+ implant and the Ir deposition, was effective in moving 
the EOR far ( ~  1  / j l m in depth) from the active region of the potential device (Fig. 
7.38 c)). However, since the regrowth was performed in N2, contamination problems 
still existed. Particularly, in this case the oxide barrier formed in the middle of the 
silicide layer hampered the full transformation of the top IrSi into IrSii .7 5 (bottom 
layer). However, it is worth noticing that the silicide bottom layer (IrSzi^s) presents 
a sharp interface with the substrate. This interesting feature was believed to be 
due to the effect of the Si+ implant on the Ir grain boundary mixing which upon 
annealing in turn results in a more uniform reaction. Driven also from this sugges­
tion, the effect of a more accurately designed Ge+ mixing implant following the Ir 
deposition has been investigated. The use of Ge+ ions was preferred for their higher 
mass with respect to S«+ ions and for their compatibility with the implanted struc­
ture. Simulation using TRIM code was used to choose the appropriate implantation 
conditions (150 keV, 2 x 1015 Ge+/cm 2). The ion beam processed structure in the 
as implanted state (XTEM not shown) shows an amorphous-like mixed layer (~  20 
nm thick) at the interface while the top of the Ir layer remained poly crystalline but 
with larger grain size. A double step annealing process (650°C 1 / 2  hour plus 900° C 
15 s in N 2 'H2 (90:10)) was then performed in order to regrow the amorphous layer, 
fully react the Ir film and produce a thicker silicide layer with the interface closer 
to the peak of the Ge profile.
Fig. 7.41 shows a comparison between an (a) as deposited and double step an­
nealed sample and (b) a sample which was Ge+ ion beam processed before the same 
annealing cycle. The Ge+ implant through the deposited metal has an extremely 
beneficial effect on the final quality of the interface. The silicide layer also appears to 
be thicker and more uniform, consuming most of the defective layer. This behaviour 
strongly suggests that preferential diffusion occurring along the Ir grain boundary 
during the thermal reaction is the main cause for the grooving of the silicide layer.
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7.4.4 Summary
This work has presented the first demonstration of Ir silicide growth on ion beam 
synthesized compositionally graded amorphous SiGe layers.
For the low Ge dose case (6 at.% Ge peak) solid phase epitaxial growth (SPEG) 
has produced a defect free SiGe epilayer with the formation of the IrSi phase. End of 
range (EOR) defects have been moved far away (~  1 j«m in depth) from the silicide 
interface by a second 500 keV post amorphizing Si+ implant performed before SPEG.
Relaxation related defects present in the high dose Ge+ implanted substrates • 
(12 at.% Ge peak) can be removed by the formation of the thicker IrSz3  stable 
phase as long as an adequate Ir film thickness is used. Ge+ ion beam mixing of 
the as deposited structures followed by SPEG has been found to have an extremely 
beneficial effect on the quality of the final interface.
The annealing ambient was found to be critical especially for the 1/2 hour long 
annealings for SPEG performed in N 2 , where it was observed that oxygen present in 
small amounts in the ambient diffused through the Ir film forming an oxide barrier to 
the silicidation. Shorter annealing times and forming gas (or vacuum) must be used 
especially if further silicide phase transformation is required. Alternatively, SPEG 
of the SiGe layers might be performed before Ir deposition allowing low temperature 
(< 600° C) silicidation processes to be performed.
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Ir silicide
Figure 7.37: B F  (220) X T E M  o f Ir/low  dose Ge+ implanted substrates after anneal­
ing in N 2 at: a) 600° C 1 /2  hour, b) 600°C 1 /2  hour plus 95D°C 15 s.
Ir silicide
Figure 7.38: B F  (220) X T E M  o f Ir/h igh  dose Ge+ implanted substrates a fteran­
nealing at 650°C 1 /2  hour: a) in N 2, b) in N 2:H2 (90:10), c) in N 2 after S i+ post 
am orphization.
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Figure 7.39: RBS random spectra of Ir/low dose Ge+ implanted substrates: as de­
posited (solid line), annealed in N2 at 600° C 1/2 hour (dotted line), 650° C 1 /2  hour 
(dashed line).
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Figure 7.40: RBS random spectra of Ir/high dose Ge+ implanted substrates: as 
deposited (solid line), annealed in N2 at 650° C 1/2 hour (dotted line), in forming 
gas 650° C 1/2 hour (dashed line).
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Figure 7.41: B F  (220) X T E M  o f Ir/h igh dose Ge+ implanted substrates after an­
nealing at 650°C 1 /2  hour plus 900°C 15 s in N 2 .'H2 (90:10): a) non ion beam 
processed, b) ion beam processed.
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7.5 Ion beam processing of Ir/ S i \ - x G e x  structures
7.5.1 Introduction
In this experiment the quality of the final Ir silicide/SiGe interface, as well as the 
Ge redistribution has been investigated following Ge+ ion implantation through the 
deposited metal and regrowth of the amorphized layer.
Because of its relatively high mass and compatibility with the as deposited struc­
ture, germanium (Ge+) ions were used in order to mix the Ir/SiGe interface. Monte 
Carlo simulations using TRIM code were performed in order to choose the implan­
tation energy which makes the maximum energy deposition occur directly at the 
Ir/SiGe interface. A dose of 2 x 1015 Ge+/cm 2 with an incident energy of 150 keV 
was then implanted into the Ir/SiGe structure with the beam current density kept 
below 0.1 fiA /cm 2.
The following table describes the different ion beam processed Ir/SiGe structures. 
While in samples U1 and U2 the SiGe substrates were grown by MBE and had 
uniform Ge composition, the S ii-xGex substrate in sample G1 was fabricated by 
high dose Ge+ implantation into Si and the Ge concentration refers to the peak of 
the implanted profile.
Sample Iridium
thickness
(nm)
S?i—xGcx 
thickness 
(nm)
Ge profile Ge conc.
X
(at.%)
Szi—xGex 
Phase
U1 20 180 Uniform J9.25 Crystalline
U2 20 70 Uniform JR. 33 Crystalline
G1 20 300 Graded # • 1 2 Amorphous
Table 7.2: Description of the different samples discussed in this work.
7.5.2 Interface morphology
Fig. 7.42 a) and b) show a (220) Bright Field (BF) XTEM image of the as deposited 
structure for Sio.75Geo.25 and for Sio.67Geo.33 case respectively. The as deposited Ir 
film is of columnar texture, poly crystalline and 20 nm thick [105]. The SiGe layers 
are 180 and 70 nm thick respectively. Misfit dislocations due to the relaxed nature 
of the SiGe layers are observable at the SiGe/Si interface in the thick SiGe (Fig. 
7.42 a)) and extending along the {111} planes up to the SiGe surface in the thin 
SiGe case (Fig. 7.42 b)).
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Annealing at 650°C for 1 / 2  hour in forming gas (N2:H2 =  90:10) produced, in 
both structures, a very wavy interface with evidence of preferential sites of diffusion, 
probably, along some grain boundaries of the poly crystalline Ir film. Fig. 7.43 
a) shows a BF (220) XTEM image of the Ir/Sio.7 5 Ge0 .25 structure after thermal 
processing. Protrusions ~  100 nm apart are evident in the SiGe substrate. In such 
areas the reacted film is about twice the thickness of that in the adjacent areas, which 
is due to the coexistence at this temperature of different phases, as in the case of 
the Ir/Si system (IrSi +  IrSii.7 5 ). At the silicide/SiGe interface stress related planar 
defects are also observed.
In order to avoid any preferential diffusion along the grain boundaries of the 
polycrystalline Ir film during the early stages of the thermal reaction, the ion beam 
process described earlier has been performed following the Ir film deposition. Im­
plantation conditions caused amorphization of the SiGe substrate to a depth of 
~  150 nm as shown by Fig. 7.43 b) which shows a BF (220) XTEM image of 
the Ir/Sio.6 7 Ge0 .3 3  structure following the post deposition ion beam process. Be­
cause of the different thickness of the two SiGe substrates (180 nm and 70 nm) the 
amorphous-crystal interface was within the SiGe layer in the thick SiGe layer case 
and beyond in the thin SiGe layer case. This also allowed a study of the effect of 
a deeper implant on the regrowth of the thick SiGe layer. Fig. 7.45 is a high mag­
nification of the interface region of the as implanted sample. This shows that the 
top part of the Ir layer is still polycrystalline though with larger average grain size 
with respect to the as deposited case, and, above all, that the Ir/SiGe interface is 
amorphous-like and about 20 nm thick. The thickness of this amorphous-like layer 
suggests that ion beam induced mixing (by knock-on mechanism) has also occurred 
[51]. This is also confirmed by the increased slope (with respect to the as deposited 
case) of the low energy edge of the Ir signal and the high energy edge of the Si and 
the Ge signal respectively in the RBS random spectrum of the as implanted sample 
showed in Fig. 7.46.
Ion beam processed structures have then been annealed at 650° C for 1 / 2  hour 
in order to regrow the amorphized layers and form the ’’silicide”. In the thick 
SiGe case, a crystalline SiGe layer (~  30 nm thick) remaining at the bottom  of 
the amorphous layer was used as a seed for the epitaxial regrowth. In contrast, for 
the thin SiGe case, the epitaxial regrowth started from the Si substrate. Fig. 7.44 
a) and b) show BF (220) XTEM images of the ion beam processed and thermally
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regrown structures for the thick and the thin SiGe case respectively. The Ge+ 
implant through the deposited metal had a beneficial effect on the final quality 
of the interface and uniformity of the reacted layer (compare Fig. 7.43 a)). This 
behaviour suggests that preferential diffusion occurring along the Ir grain boundary 
during the thermal reaction is the main process responsible for the grooving of 
the reacted layer. Unfortunately the SiGe layer regrowth is accompained by the 
production of a high density of threading dislocations extending from the original 
amorphous/crystal interface up to the ’’surface”. For the thin SiGe case, end of 
range (EOR) defects are present at the original amorphous/crystal interface and 
the regrown layer becomes highly defective in the SiGe.
7.5.3 Ge incorporation & film degradation
Atomic profiles generated from RBS spectra are shown in Fig. 7.47. For the sample 
annealed at 650° C for 1 / 2  hour preferential Ir-Si interaction is evident as the overlap 
between the Ir and the Ge profile in the reacted layer is small while the silicon is 
uniformly incorporated within it (Fig. 7.47.b)). This behaviour has been observed 
also in other metal/SiGe systems [82] and in the Ir/SiGe case itself [138] and has 
been interpretrated in terms of higher heat of formation of the silicide as compared 
to the corresponding germanide. The silicide composition calculated from the RBS 
data is approximately IrSii.4 , becoming richer in silicon towards the interface. This 
composition is due to a mixture of the IrSi and the IrSU .75 phases. In the ion 
beam processed sample, although the Ir and the Si profiles are equivalent to the 
non ion beam processed case, Ge is observed to be incorporated in the reacted film 
indicating the probable formation of a ternary compound or of a mixture of silicide 
and germanide. Similar behaviour has been reported in the case of a codeposited Ir 
silicide/SiGe structure [71] and in the case of a preannealed Ir/SiGe sample [138]. 
The similarity of these three cases is the nature of the interface (silicide/SiGe) with 
respect to the as deposited case (Ir/SiGe) and hence it is believed to be responsible 
of the different behaviour.
Finally, the thermal stability of such structures has been investigated following 
a second step anneal in the temperature range 800°C - 900°C for 15 sec. XTEM 
results (Fig. 7.48 a),b)) show a degradation of the interface quality for both the 
structures.
However, similar degradation has not been observed in equivalent thermal pro­
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cesses performed in Ir/(compositional graded SiGe) structures where the Ge concen­
tration was much lower [139]. This suggests that the addition to the Ir-Si reaction of 
high Ge concentrations (becoming even higher after the first step annealing because 
of Ge segregation) lowers the temperature at which the Ir silicide grains agglomerate. 
Similar behaviour has been reported for Ti/SiGe structures [89].
7.5.4 Summary
The thermal reaction of Ir/SiGe structures has been investigated following Ge+ ion 
beam mixing of the Ir/SiGe interface.
The ion beam mixing process has been found to have a beneficial effect on the 
final interface quality. The reason for this has been shown to be due to the removal 
of Ir grain boundaries at the the Ir/SiGe interface which otherwise act as preferential 
diffusion paths during the thermal reaction.
Moreover, during annealing Ir/SiGe structures preferentially react to form Ir 
silicides with Ge being piled up at the interface. On the other hand, in ion beam 
processed structures, Ge incorporation in the thermally reacted layers is observed. 
Finally, high Ge concentrations lower the agglomeration temperature of the reacted 
layers.
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Figure 7.43: B F  (220) X T E M  o f a) the Ir /S iG e  (25%) structure after annealing at 
650° C  1 /2  hour and b) the Ir /S iG e  (33%) structure after Ge+ ion beam process.
surfacesurface
Figure 7.44: B F  (220) X T E M  o f the Ge+ ion beam processed Ir /S iG e  structures  
after annealing at 650° C 1 /2  hour: a) 25%, b) 33%.
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Figure 7.45: B F  (220) X T E M  o f the Ir /S iG e  interface following G e+ ion beam 
process.
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Figure 7.46: RBS random spectra of as deposited and as implanted Ir/SiG e structure 
for the 25 at.% case.
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annealed at 650° C 1/2 hour.
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Figure 7.48: B F  (220) X T E M  o f the Ge+ ion beam processed and annealed at 650° C  
1 /2  hour plus 900°C 15 s: a) Ir /S iG e  (25%) structure, b) Ir /S iG e  (33%) structure.
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7.6 Ion beam synthesis of Co silicide layers
7.6.1 Introduction
In this section the formation of buried single crystalline CoSz2 layers by high-dose 
implantation of Co+ into Si is briefly described. Results will be shown for Si wafers 
implanted with 200 keV 59Co+ ions to a dose of 2.5E17 Co+/cm 2. As implanted 
samples were annealed in the temperature range 600°-T000°C for times up to 1 
hour. This work will serve as a reference for the Co+ /SiGe case (discussed in the 
next section 7.7 where the same process conditions were used.
7.6.2 As implanted structure
Historically the best implantation temperature for CoSi2 formation by Ion Beam 
Synthesis (IBS) is around 350° [7]. However, as a previous experiment on Co+/SiGe 
[76] produced better results at 400° C, a decision was made to use this last implan­
tation temperature in our case in order to make possible a direct comparison with 
the Co+/SiGe case (section 7.7) where the use of best implantation conditions was 
a priority. The implantation temperature was measured using the same method 
described in section 7.3.3. Experimentally it has also been found ([7]) that for the 
synthesis of a continuous buried CoSz2 layers by ion implantation a peak concentra­
tion of at least ~  18% Co is required. Therefore, at an energy of 200 keV ion doses 
exceeding 1017 ions/cm2 are necessary. This explains why in our particular case a 
dose of 2.5 x 1017 Co+ /cm 2 was used.
Fig. 7.49 shows channeling and random 1.5 MeV He+ RBS spectra of the sam­
ple just after implantation with 2.5 x 1017 Go+ /cm 2. The implanted Co is clearly 
present in a Gaussian-like distribution between channels 300-400, 'with maximum 
concentration of ~  22 at.% and tail of the distribution extending up to the Si surface. 
This peak concentration is below the stoichiometric value for CoSi2 so that a contin­
uous buried layer was not formed upon implantation. The implanted layer is highly 
damaged (\av = 85%) but still crystalline and consists of a distribution of CoSi2 pre­
cipitates interwoven with silicon (XTEM not shown) with larger precipitates found 
around the Rp of the implanted profile. The increase in the channeling yield close 
to the silicide/silicon interface indicates lattice disorder due to point-defects at the 
end of the ion range.
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7.6.3 CoSz2 layer formation
Annealing at 600° C for 1 hour leads to a drastic drop in the resistivity to 4 fi/square 
(Fig. 7.55), but the Co profile and the amount of disorder change only slightly (xav 
=  78%). The Co at the wings of the distribution starts to move towards the centre 
, of the implanted region. Such segregation of Co, against the concentration gradient, 
is driven by thermodynamically controlled precipitate dissolution and gettering. In 
this process the smaller CoSi2 precipitates present at the wings of the implanted 
profile become thermodynamically unstable and dissolve as the anneal temperature 
is increased. The Co released by this dissolution is then gettered by the larger and 
more stable precipitates present at the center of the implanted profile.
This Co redistribution is even more evident upon annealing at a temperature of 
700°C (Fig. 7.51). The shoulders on the sides of the distribution are due to bands 
of precipitates on either side of the synthesised layer. The crystalline quality of the 
layer deteriorates (Xav — 95%) in this case.
Annealing at 800° C results in almost total dissolution of the above mentioned 
precipitates present at the shoulders of the Co profile (Fig. 7.52). The crystalline 
quality also improves considerably (xav =  80%) due to the realignement of the bigger 
precipitates with respect to the Si matrix and to the dissolution of most of the EOR 
damage.
After a 1000° C annealing the Co profile of the random spectrum has become 
rectangular in shape, confirming the formation of a planar buried CoSz2 layer with 
stoichiometric composition (Fig. 7.53). The thicknesses of the Si top layer and the 
silicide are 60 nm and 80 nm respectively. The low yield of the channeling spectrum 
relative to the random yield (Xav = 8%) indicates good crystallinity of both the 
buried CoSz2 layer and the overlying Si. XTEM observations (not shown) reveal 
however the presence of threading dislocations both in the Si overlayer and in the 
CoSi2 layer. Also below the CoSz2 layer dislocations occur, extending up to 180 nm 
into the Si substrate. These defects can originate from stresses introduced during 
the annealing and/or the subsequent cooling down of the sample. A possible cause 
of stress is the difference in thermal expansion between CoSz*2 and Si. Also the 
lattice mismatch between the two lattices can induce defect formation.
Fig. 7.54 shows the Co signal of the random spectra for the as implanted, 
800°C and 1000°C annealed samples. This superposition of signals clearly shows 
the Co profile sharpening as the annealing temperature is increased, (similar plots
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are obtained if isothermal annealing of increasing duration are performed as long as 
the annealing temperature is higher than about 700°C). Once the stoichiometric Co 
concentration is reached the CoS«2 layer is formed and the remaining Co is used to 
make this layer thicker (compare 800°C signal with 1000° one).
7.6.4 Summary
The formation of buried layers of CoS«2 by high dose Co+ implantation in Si, the­
oretically described in section 3.4, has been here experimentally demonstrated. As 
for the Ir/Si case, this study has assessed our process matching with other research 
groups. We have in fact been able to reproduce good quality buried layers of CoSz2 . 
The optimum implant and annealing conditions were identified and will serve as a 
reference for the following study where a SiGe layer will be used as the substrate.
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Figure 7.49: RB S spectra of the as implanted sample: random (filled circles), chan­
neling (unfilled circles).
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Figure 7.50: RBS spectra of the sample implanted and annealed at 600° C for 1 hour: 
random (filled circles), channeling (unfilled circles).
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Figure 7.51: RBS spectra of the sample implanted and annealed at 70Q°C for 1 hour: 
random (filled circles), channeling (unfilled circles).
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Figure 7.52: RBS spectra of the sample implanted and annealed at 800° C for 1 hour: 
random (filled circles), channeling (unfilled circles).
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Figure 7.53: R B S spectra of the sample implanted and annealed at 1000° C fo r  1 
hour: random (filled circles), channeling (unfilled circles).
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Figure 7.54: RB S Co profiles determined for isochronal annealing treatments, illus­
trating the coalescence of the implanted Co into a buried CoSi2 film.
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7.7 Thermal evolution of buried CoSz2 layers in
5zO.64Geo.36
7.7.1 Introduction
In this work the annealing behaviour of high dose Co+ implanted S2 0 .6 4 Ge0 .3 6  alloy 
layers has been investigated. As implanted samples were annealed in the tempera­
ture range 600°-1000°C for times up to 1 hour.
Single crystal, p-doped (150 Hem), SiGe (100) MBE grown layer on Si was used 
as the substrate. The thickness and the Ge atomic concentration of the SiGe layer 
were 500 nm and 36 at.% respectively, which made the SiGe layer strain relaxed 
with a high density of misfit dislocations present at the SiGe/Si interface. Both the 
Szo.6 4 Geo.3 6 /Si and reference Si wafers were implanted, under the same conditions, 
with 200 keV 59(7o+ ions to a dose of 2.5E17 Co+/cra2. The choice of ion energy 
and layer thickness ensured that the implanted cobalt ions came to rest in the SiGe 
alloy layer. During implantation the wafer was deliberately heated using the power 
of the incident ion beam. In order to minimize conductive heat losses the wafer was 
mounted on small silicon tips. This implantation configuration combined with the 
high beam-current density (~  10 /zA/cm2) and ion energy used, heated the samples 
to about 400° C.
7.7.2 Layer morphology
Rapid information on the quality of the layers is provided by the sheet resistance 
data (Fig. 7.55) which show for both the SiGe and Si substrate case a significant
' an order of magnitude) decrease in the sheet resistance value as the implanted 
samples are annealed at 600°C. For the SiGe substrate case the sheet resistance 
values are about 30 % higher with respect to the Si substrate case. The minimum 
value (2.5 !!/□ ) is reached at the temperature of 900°C while annealing at 1000°C 
shows an increase to 12 O/D which is not observed for the Si substrate case.
Fig. 7.57 shows RBS random spectra of the SiGe/Si substrate before and after 
Co+ implantation and in addition following annealing at 800° C for one hour. After 
implantation a deficiency in the backscattering yield between channels ~  365-385 
as well as an increase in the channel range ~  330-360 are observed which are a 
consequence of the large amount of cobalt included within the alloy layer. The shift 
in the RBS spectra at the back edge of the Ge signal to a lower channel number
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(lower backscattering energy), for the as implanted and the annealed sample, is the 
result of the increased stopping power of the layer following Co+ implantation. This 
is confirmed by the XTEM results (Fig. 7.56) where the post implant SiGe layer 
thickness is found to be almost unchanged. Fig. 7.56 also shows that the implanted 
area is indeed within the SiGe layer with a broad band of EOR damage extending 
to a depth of about 0.25 fim  and a less damaged surface layer about 0.05 ^m  thick. 
A comparison between the as implanted sample spectrum and the one of the sample 
annealed at 800° C for one hour shows cobalt redistribution as well as germanium 
rejection from the forming silicide layer, as both of the regions corresponding to the 
germanium deficiency and the cobalt peak became more pronounced. This effect 
is observed also at intermediate temperatures (600°C and 700°C) and reaches its 
maximum at the temperature of 900° C.
Fig. 7.58 a), b), c), shows BF XTEM images of the samples annealed at 800°C, 
900°C and at 1000°C respectively. In the sample annealed at 800°C the formation 
of a continuous buried layer ~  90 nm thick is clearly observed. A large number 
of inclusions ~  10 nm in size are present in the buried layer, while precipitates 
similar to the B-type of CoSi2 are resolvable in the damaged sublayer at a depth 
of ~  150 nm. In the sample annealed at 900°C fewer inclusions are present within 
the synthesized layer while plate-like precipitates of the B-type CoSz2 are found 
at the SiGe/Si interface. The elongated shape along the < 111 > planes of these 
precipitates is due to minimization of the interface and the elastic strain energies
[68]. Annealing at 1000°C results in the formation of inclusion free surface islands a 
few microns long. The presence of this discontinuous surface film is consistent with 
the degradation of the sheet resistance value observed and with RBS results (not 
shown). The size of the plate-like precipitates at the SiGe/Si interface also increases 
at the expense of the smaller precipitates observed in the damaged sublayer of the 
lower temperature annealed samples.
7.7.3 Anomalous Co diffusion and precipitation
The anomalous Co precipitation at the SiGe/Si interface has been observed previ­
ously [75] and has been attributed to the fact that the elastic strain of a coherent 
CoS*2 precipitate in a SiGe matrix is larger compared to a similar precipitate in pure 
Si because a SiGe unit cell is larger than a Si unit cell. It is then expected that it 
is energetically favourable for Co atoms to precipitate preferentially in the pure Si.
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If we also consider that Co is a fast diffuser in Si and an even faster diffuser in Ge 
due to the higher equilibrium defect concentration (vacancies and interstitials), it is 
then not surprising that the Co atoms that were originally implanted in a SiGe layer 
are mobile enough to reach this energetically favorable state. A similar behaviour 
has been observed recently in Co/Ge/Si(100) layered structures, where, Co has been 
found to diffuse through the Ge layer and to react with Si to form a buried cobalt 
silicide in the structure Ge/CoSi2 /S i(1 0 0 ) [140].
7.7.4 Layers com position
Using information obtained from XTEM, fitting of the RBS spectra has been per­
formed which showed that the ion beam synthesized layers consist mainly of CoSz2 - 
Fig. 7.59 shows an example of such a fit for the case of a sample annealed at 900°C. 
This has been obtained considering the presence of a surface oxide layer which.has 
formed during annealing, the depth distribution of the CoSz2 precipitates, and as­
suming that only about 4 at.% Ge is still trapped in the synthesized layer probably 
within the small islands embedded in it, as observed by XTEM (7.58 b)). The 
remaining Ge is expelled during the layer formation and piles up on both sides of 
the buried CoS^ layer reaching a concentration of over 50 at.% as indicated by the 
peaks in the Ge part of the spectrum at channels ~  330 and ~  380 as well as the dips 
in the Si part of the spectrum at channels ~  235 and ~  260. The composition of the 
different layers used to fit the spectrum are inserted in the same figure together with 
the channeling spectrum which indicate the poor crystalline quality with respect to 
similar Co+ implanted silicon samples.
The formation of an almost stoichiometric CoSi2 layer in the SiGe alloy can 
be justified considering the higher heat of formation of CoSz2 with respect to the 
corresponding germanide (-34.3 vs -5.8 kJ/m ol at. [141]). In our particular case the 
initial concentration of Si (~  64 at.%) in the layer is very close to the one necessary 
for the CoSi2 phase formation so that Ge atoms are selectively replaced by Co atoms 
while very little Si redistribution occurs.
In order to minimize the diffusion and precipitation of Co at the SiGe/Si inter­
face, double step (600° C 1 h -f 950° C 1 min) and rapid thermal anneal processes 
(1150°C or 1050° C for 15-30 sec) have been performed. Although the minimum 
sheet resistance value (2.5 f2/d) has been reached in both cases, CoSz*2 precipitates 
(smaller than the ones observed previously) were still found at the SiGe/Si interface.
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7.7.5 Summary
The thermal evolution of high dose Co+ implanted Sio.6 4 Geo.3 6 alloy layers has been 
investigated by XTEM, RBS, and sheet resistance measurements. It has been found 
that almost stoichiometric CoSz*2 buried layers have been formed upon annealing 
with Ge being piled up on both sides of the synthesized layer. The expulsion of 
Ge is driven by the higher heat of formation of CoSz2 with respect to CoGe2 with 
this being more pronounced as the temperature is increased. However, degradation 
in the continuity of the layer is observed at temperatures >  1000° C unless rapid 
thermal anneals are performed. In all cases, diffusion and precipitation of Co at the 
SiGe/Si interface has been observed despite the large thickness of the SiGe layer 
with respect to the implanted range.
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Chapter 8 
Conclusions
In this project fabrication processes of s\Y\oid.el S i \ - xGex structures have been inves­
tigated. Particularly, attention has been focused on I r /S i \ - xGex and C o/S i \ - xGex 
systems because of the interest in their potential applications in advanced optoelec­
tronic and electronic devices. Results obtained can be summarised as follows:
• For the It/ S i i - xGex system, combination of XTEM and RBS results indicates 
that, following solid state reaction, the phase sequence, growth mechanisms 
and interface morphology evolution are very similar for both the x=0 and the 
other cases. Particularly, diffusion controlled phases (1:1, 1:1.75) are formed 
at low temperatures (450°C - 650°C) while a nucleation controlled phase is 
formed at temperatures higher than 900°C. The annealing ambient was found 
to be critical for the reaction to occur. Unless RTA in vacuum or in forming 
gas (N 2 ’.H2 90:10) is used, oxygen contamination in the annealing gas (A^) 
can diffuse through the thin film and react with Si at the interface forming 
an oxide barrier to the silicidation. Element depth profiles extracted from 
RBS spectra also indicate Ir-Si preferential reaction, with Ge being piled-up 
at the reacted layer/  S i \ - xGex interface. This effect, interpreted in terms of 
thermodynamic theory, has driven the fabrication, by high dose Ge+ implan­
tation, of graded composition S i \ - xGex layers, which were subsequently used 
as substrates for new Ir depositions. This approach has proved successful in 
achieving almost ideal silicide/Szi-^Gea; structures provided optimum metal 
thickness and implantation conditions are used.
• Thermal regrowth of amorphous S i \ - xGex layers produced by low power den­
sity Ge+ implants yielded better crystal quality than did high power density 
implanted layers. This was determined to be primarily due to the effect of
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the beam power density on the nature of the a/c interface. The EOR defects 
formed at the original a/c interface can be remotely moved deep into the Si 
substrate by a second amorphising high energy implant. The Hairpin Disloca­
tions (HD) were found to extend from a depth close to the Rp of the implanted 
profile where the Ge concentration is about 12 at.%, to the free surface. These 
HD can be annihilated by the formation of the silicide layer provided an appro­
priate metal thickness is used. A two-step implantation process sequentially 
using high and low beam currents has been developed in order to reduce the 
implantation process time while preserving the quality of the regrown layers.
• Ion beam mixing of the I r /S i \ - xGex structures has proved beneficial in terms 
of interface uniformity. This effect has been demonstrated to be due to the 
removal of the Ir grain boundaries at the m etal/S'ii_a;Gea; interface which 
otherwise act as preferential diffusion sites and result in a wavy interface. 
This process however allowed a higher level of Ge to be incorporated in the 
reacted layer.
• Finally, ion beam synthesis of almost stoichiometric buried CoSz2 layers in 
5'zo.64Geo.36/Si substrates has been demonstrated. The thermal evolution of 
the CoSi2 layer is similar to the bulk Si case but it is accompanied by Ge expul­
sion and pile-up on both sides of the synthesised layer. This effect is explained 
by the higher Heat of Formation of CoSi2 with respect to the corresponding 
germanide. Degradation of the layer into discontinuous surface islands occurs 
at temperatures (~  1000°C) lower than the bulk Si case. This effect, together 
with fast Co diffusion and precipitation at S i i - xGex/S i interface, limits the 
thermal budget which can be used in order to improve the crystalline quality 
of the implanted layers.
Future experiments should be focused in the optimization of the Ge implanted 
profile and Ir thickness in order to achieve more appropriate structures for device 
applications. Schottky barrier heigth measurements can then be performed on diode 
test structures as function of the different silicide thickness and Ge profiles. Forma­
tion of CoSi2 layers on either sides of the S i \ - xGex layer (surface and S i i - xGex/Si 
interface) by respectively low and high energy high dose Co+ ion implantation should 
also be investigated in order to confine the CoSz2 precipitation and layer formation 
to a single region.
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7.1 20 Si - - . _ .
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7.7/7.8 20 Si _ 525 60 . _ 10-5 Torr
7.10 20 Si - 650 60 - 10-5 Torr
7.11 20 Si . 920 1 _ . 10-5 Torr
7.12 20 Si - 950 15 . - 10-5 Torr
7.14/7.17 a 20 SiGe (25%) - . _ - -
7.15a 20 SiGe (25%) _ 500 30 . - N2:H2
7.15b 20 SiGe (25%) - 600 30 - _ N2:H2
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